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Focusing on due process for all
and a historic chapter in NJSBA history

I

am only the eighth woman to

throughout the state to help people who wouldn’t other-

serve as the president of the

wise have the chance to meet with an attorney to get legal

New Jersey State Bar Associa-

advice and guidance to solve their problems and improve

tion in its 120-year history. I am

their lives.

also the first Latina—a proud

2. We are going to put into place the tools to fulfill the mis-

Puerto Rican woman—to serve

sion of Immediate Past President John E. Keefe Jr.—who

as president. While it has arguably

faced a medical crisis and from this was born Lawyers Help-

taken too long to break the mold, I am

ing Lawyers. I am grateful that he is with us and I acknowl-

truly humbled and honored to be here.

edge John’s bravery and leadership. This program will be a

I am the proud daughter of a small businessman who oper-

lifeline for attorneys who are suffering in the midst of a

ated a travel and insurance agency in Jersey City. It was there

medical crisis. I want you all to know that our association

that I learned how to be a businesswoman. My mother was a

is here to help.

psychiatric social worker at St. Mary’s Hospital in Hoboken. It

3. We are going to continue to fight to advance legislation to

was from her that I learned the lessons of humility and com-

level the playing field for professionals when it comes to

passion.

malpractice insurance reform. The system is broken and

I opened my first solo office in my father’s travel and insur-

needs to be fixed. This legislation is about fairness and will

ance agency in Jersey City, with just a computer, a printer and

provide critical relief to lawyers in this state, while also pro-

a telephone. I didn’t have much but I had something that was

tecting consumers.

crucial: I had a connection to the Hispanic community, and
they embraced me.

4. We will partner with the Community Food Bank of New
Jersey to help provide food for children who are hungry

Like so many attorneys who come from diverse back-

and who confront food instability every day. This will give

grounds throughout the state, I am so grateful that I was able

lawyers across New Jersey a chance to pitch in and support

to come home and serve my community. I share this story
and my journey because it is part of me and an important part

the most fragile in our society.
5. I saved the issue closest to my heart for last: We will con-

of what I will bring to my term as president of our association.

tinue to walk the walk to make our profession more wel-

I stand here humbly before you and am mindful of the fact

coming and inclusive and more reflective of the rich tapes-

that it is my job as the leader of this bar association to serve

try of the people who call New Jersey home.

you and the public.
This association has a strong voice. We will speak out on

Every day it becomes more and more evident how much it

issues related to due process, the rule of law, an independent

matters that our profession reflects our communities. It mat-

Judiciary and access to justice for all. These are fundamental

ters in the fair adjudication of the cases that come to our

rights guaranteed to all by our Constitution.

courts—that a person from a diverse background in Jersey

I want to highlight five key goals for my presidency:

City can see diverse judges like the Hon. Kimberly EspinalesMaloney or the Hon. Sheila Venable, and know that they will

1. This year we will be going into underserved communities

be treated fairly by one of their own.

to give residents a voice. We will organize and mobilize

It bolsters their faith in the legal system when the public

volunteer lawyers in Camden, Elizabeth and other cities

Continued on page 7
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n 2017, the Criminal Justice Reform Act, commonly referred to as bail

reform, dismantled a pretrial system based predominantly on cash bail

and transitioned to a system in which pretrial detention is reserved only
for those who pose a danger to the community or are unlikely to appear
in court. In this issue of New Jersey Lawyer, with two years of bail reform

litigation under our collective belts, we pause to consider its perceived

successes and shortcomings from a variety of viewpoints, and we look forward to
what is in store in the years to come.

DARREN M. GELBER serves as chair of the
criminal practice group at Wilentz, Goldman & Spitzer. He is a certified criminal
trial attorney and a past president of the
Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers
of New Jersey. He is also a member of the
New Jersey Lawyer Editorial Board.

CHRISTOPHER J. KEATING serves as a

deputy attorney general with the Division
of Criminal Justice. In the New Jersey
State Bar Association, he is a member of
the Board of Trustees, vice chair of the
Criminal Law Section, a member of the
Diversity Committee, and a trustee of the
Young Lawyers Division. He is also a
member of the New Jersey Lawyer Editorial Board.
NJSBA.COM

Alex Shalom and Claudia Demitro,

ment tool, one of the key components

Bergen County Prosecutor’s Office, pro-

who often find themselves on opposite

relied upon in assessing whether a

vide a point/counterpoint analysis of

sides of many legal issues affecting crim-

defendant should be released pending

bail reform’s touted successes, while

inal justice in their senior roles with the

trial and, if so, under what conditions.

New Jersey Public Defender Joseph

American Civil Liberties Union of New

When the state seeks to detain a

Krakora, a key player in New Jersey’s bail

Jersey and the Division of Criminal Jus-

defendant pending trial, important con-

reform movement, writes about how the

tice, find common ground in their arti-

stitutional issues arise. Daniella Gordon,

rationale and goals underpinning bail

cle opening this issue, where they high-

a partner with the law firm of Hyland

reform should compel our criminal jus-

light the many positive developments in

Levin Shapiro, reviews court decisions

tice decision makers to next tackle sentencing reform.

our system of pretrial release since the

addressing the accused’s right of con-

enactment of bail reform. Veteran crim-

frontation in the context of the deten-

We hope this issue of the magazine

inal defense attorney Blair Zwillman

tion hearing. Elizabeth Jarit, managing

assists our readers by providing not only

then discusses New Jersey’s leading role

attorney of the appellate section of the

a better understanding of the mechanics

in this area of law, and compares how

New Jersey Office of the Public Defend-

of bail reform and its obvious successes,

other jurisdictions are approaching the

er, provides key insight into court deci-

but also by focusing our critical eyes on

notion of bail reform in their own ways.

sions affecting discovery obligations and

areas for needed improvement. Equally

Assistant Mercer County Prosecutor

rights at pretrial detention hearings.

important, we believe this issue will also

Joseph Paravecchia details the key court

Another veteran criminal defense attor-

serve to remind our legal community of

decisions interpreting the bail reform

ney, Jack Furlong, provides a primer on

the meaningful change we can accom-

statutes and court rules in an article

what to expect at various key events that

plish when all stakeholders are willing

that every attorney practicing in crimi-

occur under the new system of bail

to come together, engage in respectful

nal law should clip and save for future

reform, and points out that things aren’t

and honest dialogue, and take action to

reference. Brandon D. Minde and Eliza-

always what they seem.

further the ends of justice.

beth A. Farrell, in private practice at the

The issue is rounded out by two addi-

We would like to thank Lisa Trembly,

Dughi, Hewit & Domalewski firm, ana-

tional

David

a member of the New Jersey Lawyer Edi-

lyze the structure, interpretation and

Calviello and Jessica A. Gomperts, both

torial Board, for her invaluable assis-

significance of the public safety assess-

career senior assistant prosecutors in the

tance with this issue.

PRESIDENT’S PERSPECTIVE
Continued from page 5
sees that we have Latina prosecutors

compelling

articles.

Moving forward, we will continue to
make diversity and inclusion a part of

making diversity and inclusion a reality
at the NJSBA.

the fabric of the association so that

I look forward to working together

every discussion and decision takes

with all of you in the year ahead as we

those issues into account.

work to remove barriers and keep them

such as Camelia Valdes from Passaic

As president, I have the privilege of

County and Esther Suarez from Hudson

appointing people to serve on commit-

diverse backgrounds—whether they are

County. It bolsters their faith when the

tees. I assure you that this year, our com-

LGBTQ, African American, or Asian

public sees for the first time in state his-

mittees will be more diverse than ever.

American—are treated with respect and

tory that the chief law enforcement offi-

The people I have asked to join will step

have access to opportunities in our pro-

cer, our New Jersey Attorney General

up. We will expand opportunities for

fession; and to encourage everyone to

Gurbir Grewal, is Sikh American. We

diverse members of our profession to

put their talents for the common good

down; to guarantee that people of

need to ensure that the judges who pre-

serve on panels, speak and present. That

of our noble profession, our justice sys-

side in our state’s courthouses reflect the

means our sections and committees—

tem and our communities.

people they serve. That is meaningful,

the lifeblood of our organization—will

and we have more work to do.

have more support and guidance for
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Thank you for the chance to work for
you. I promise to make you proud.
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COMMENTARY

ALEXANDER SHALOM is senior supervising attorney for the American Civil Liberties Union of New Jersey.

Is Bail Reform in
New Jersey a
Success?
by Alexander Shalom and Claudia Joy Demitro

CLAUDIA JOY DEMITRO is a deputy attorney general and special assistant to the
director at the Division of Criminal Justice, New Jersey Attorney General’s Office.
The views and opinions expressed by the
authors are theirs alone and do not necessarily reflect the views or position of their
organizations.
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Two years into criminal justice reform,
one question often asked is: “Is bail
reform in New Jersey a success?”
NJSBA.COM

O

ne response is to ask

due process protections. Once detained,

The defendant, Brittan Holland, was

in

those defendants were only able to be

charged with second-degree aggravated

return to the ques-

released if a judge found a change of cir-

assault as a result of a bar fight spurred

tioner: “Well, how

cumstances that made them no longer a

by allegiance to the different football

do you define suc-

danger to the community or the crimi-

teams, and the Camden County Prose-

cess?” Success is in

nal justice process, no matter how much

cutor’s Office moved for pretrial deten-

the eye of the beholder, and criminal

money they might have had. These

tion. Holland, through counsel, negoti-

justice reform in New Jersey is still

decisions to charge a summons or war-

ated for the prosecutor to withdraw the

young with many opportunities for

rant, and detain or release an individual,

motion in exchange for level 3+ pretrial

this

question

improvement. But there are a few objec-

are influenced, in part, by an algorithm

release, which included home detention

tive and anecdotal measures that can be

called the public safety assessment

and electronic monitoring. Holland did

looked at to try to answer the question.

(PSA), which measures a defendant’s

not seek a judicial determination of his

That being said, the authors come to

likelihood of being arrested for commit-

conditions of release or any modifica-

this issue from different perspectives

ting a new crime, being arrested for

tion of the agreed-upon conditions.

and with different visions of what an

committing a new violent crime, and

Instead, after he had been released, Hol-

ideal system looks like. When one looks

failing to appear for court appearances

land and Lexington National Insurance

through the lens of public safety and

based on objective factors. The Judiciary

Corporation, a company that primarily

welfare, it is a positive thing for New Jer-

recently declared the PSA, after statisti-

underwrites bail bonds and acts as a cor-

sey citizens that pretrial detention is

cal research and review, was “operating

porate surety of bail bonds, including

now allowed for the most serious of

as designed and classifies defendants’

independent bail bondsmen in New Jer-

offenders and not based on their finan-

risk levels with remarkable accuracy.”4

sey, challenged the New Jersey Criminal

cial situation. When the other seeks a

The state’s overall pretrial jail popula-

Justice Reform Act as a violation of the

system that respects liberty, incentivizes

tion rates have declined by 43.9 percent

Eighth Amendment, the due process

release in almost every case, minimizes

since Dec. 2015, with some counties like

clause of the 14th Amendment, and the

conditions of release, and dismantles

Hudson

Fourth Amendment to the United States

shameful racial disparities in the legal

reduced by around half. And the per-

system, the new system provides great

centage of people charged with non-vio-

reasons for hope. Despite the authors’

lent offenses in jail in 2018 has

court of appeals for the Third Circuit

different goals for systems of pretrial

decreased since 2012.6 This is especially

rejected the challenge, and upheld the

release and detention, both agree that

important because one of the major rea-

system as constitutional. Thereafter, the

New Jersey’s new system represents a

sons for reform, as has been explained a

U.S. Supreme Court declined the bail

vast improvement over the one it

number of times by Chief Justice Stuart

industry’s petition for certiorari and the

replaced. By that standard, the system

Rabner, was the number of defendants

industry finally dropped its challenge.9

can be defined as a success.
In 2018, 67.1 percent of defendants

and

Union

having

been

5

Constitution.
Both the federal district court and the

sitting in jail pretrial due to their inabil-

The Third Circuit affirmed the district

ity to post a low bond amount.7

court’s conclusion that there exists no

in New Jersey were issued a summons

If the enemy of my enemy is my

constitutional right to monetary bail, as

and immediately released and told to

friend, then another sign that criminal

the challengers asserted. And the court

return for a future court date, without

justice reform may be working is that it

even lauded New Jersey’s system, stating

having to pay any money.1 And of the

has drawn the ire of the bail-bond

that “the risk of erroneously depriving

were

industry and public figures like TV’s Dog

Holland’s pretrial liberty is low under the

charged on warrants, which were lower

the Bounty Hunter. The bail industry,

New Jersey Reform Act’s...extensive safe-

than those charged prior to reform, 50.7

represented by former solicitor general

guards,” which go beyond what is

percent were released after their first

and experienced United States Supreme

required under the federal Constitution.10

remaining

defendants

who

court appearance or had their case

Court advocate Paul Clement, filed a

In 2017, the Pretrial Justice Institute

resolved at that stage.2 On the flip side

federal lawsuit challenging New Jersey’s

gave New Jersey the only ‘A’ grade in the

of the coin, 6.4 percent of the most dan-

system as unconstitutional. That suit,

nation, calling New Jersey’s system

gerous defendants were detained pretri-

Holland v. Rosen, began with a bar fight

“phenomenal.” On average, the nation

al. Those defendants were held only

in Camden County over something

received a D, and 17 states received an

after a judicial determination following

quintessentially ‘Jersey’ (or, at least,

F.11 There may be risks in grading New

a hearing at which they were provided

South Jersey): Eagles v. Cowboys.8

Jersey against other states. In some juris-

3
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dictions, advocates are striving for pro-

nesses, the right to cross-examine the

showed a remarkable ability to work

tections of pretrial liberty beyond New

state’s witnesses, and other critical due

together and arrived at broad consensus

Jersey’s. Several other states are hard at

process protections. California, in con-

on the basic tenants of the new system,

work to enact reforms despite significant

trast, will rely more heavily on risk

which became the framework for the

disadvantages compared to New Jersey.

assessments without affording all these

legislation.

In different states, local advocates will

protections, and that may have racially

figure out the best way to achieve the

disparate effects.15

Having this support for the basic principles of the reform from the state’s top

common goal of keeping people out of

But has there been a cost to the safe-

officials as well as some of its earnest crit-

jail when they are presumed innocent.

ty of the citizens of New Jersey? The

ics ensured that the ‘fights’ from that

But, even if New Jersey has not created a

New Jersey State Police Uniform Crime

point forward were about how best to

paradigm of perfection, other states can

Reporting Data does not give any rea-

implement it, not whether it should be

look to New Jersey and see if they want

son to believe so.

Although there is

implemented. This type of cooperation

to or can take anything back to improve

cause for caution because some munici-

has continued, and was also evident

16

palities have not reported their crime

when the state and the ACLU sat togeth-

statistics, there has been no increase in

er at the same table to defend against

judges, elected officials, prosecutors,

violent crimes and other offenses in the

legal challenges to the law such as in Hol-

defense attorneys, and impacted peo-

towns that have reported their crime

land v. Rosen and a complaint filed with

ple—have all sought to learn more

statistics. To be clear, even if crime rates

the Council on Local Mandates by the

about New Jersey’s experience with pre-

have decreased, it cannot be said it is

New Jersey Association of Counties.19

their own system.
Indeed, stakeholders in other states—

trial justice reform. Other states may

because of bail reform; it simply can be

This does not, of course, mean the

replicate what New Jersey has done, or

said that crime has not increased. In

authors agree on everything. The

try to improve upon it. Justice Louis

addition, the percentage of defendants

authors have stood on opposite sides

Brandeis described states as laboratories

who committed new criminal offenses

before the New Jersey Supreme Court to

As states experiment

while on pretrial release and who failed

hash out the details about how the new

with ways to address difficult questions

to appear for court dates is virtually the

system will work,20 but those disagree-

about pretrial justice, they are looking to

same rate under the old system in 2014

ments do not diminish their steadfast

New Jersey, which took an early and

compared to 2017.17 This is significant

commitment to ensuring the system

bold step to begin the process of reform.

given the number of early critics, includ-

succeeds.

After California’s Legislature passed

ing some members of law enforcement,

In its 2017 Report to the Governor

of democracy.

12

SB-10—the implementation of which

who warned that there would be a dra-

and the Legislature, the Judiciary

has been enjoined because of a pending

matic spike in crime. Those fears have

declared bail reform a successful trans-

bond industry-sponsored ballot initia-

simply not panned out.

formation.21 Practitioners such as for-

tive—the Golden State claimed to be the

One of the most successful aspects of

mer New Jersey Attorney General

first state in the union to eliminate

criminal justice reform, which does not

Christopher Porrino,22 Division of Crim-

But New Jersey had

rely on any data or results, may just be

inal Justice Director Elie Honig,23 and

monetary bail.

13

already effectively eliminated monetary

the nature in which it came to fruition,

Assistant Deputy Public Defender Alli-

bail: In 2017, more than 44,000 defen-

and the way it continues to be imple-

son Friedman24 have all written about

dants were arrested on warrants, but

mented: through cooperation from a

the success of New Jersey’s bail reform

only 44 defendants posted monetary

variety of partners from across the ideo-

efforts. Editorial boards from the New

bail.14 Along with this effective elimina-

logical spectrum. This was evident in

Jersey Law Journal,25 the Star-Ledger,26 and

tion of money bail, New Jersey’s system

the original Joint Committee on Crimi-

the Press of Atlantic City27 have all

is fairer than California’s in a number of

nal Justice convened in 2013 by the

declared it to be a success. And while

ways. In New Jersey, a broad presump-

chief justice to study bail reform and

the authors of this article both see room

tion of release applies to almost all

make recommendations. The committee

for improvement, they agree that crim-

defendants, but in California there will

was made up of judges, prosecutors,

inal justice reform has produced a vast

be a presumption of detention in a huge

public

criminal

improvement over the old system, and

swath of cases. In New Jersey, a person

defense practitioners, the American

should be applauded as making the
state both fairer and safer.

defenders,

private

cannot be detained until and unless he

Civil Liberties Union (ACLU), and repre-

or she receives an attorney and discov-

sentatives of the Governor’s Office and

ery, and is afforded the right to call wit-

the state Legislature.18 The committee

12
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New Jersey
Leads the Way
in Bail Reform

by Blair R. Zwillman

O

n Jan. 1, 2017, a significant change was made to New Jersey’s

pretrial release system (formerly categorized as bail system). The
statutory bail provisions and court rules were modified to minimize, if not eliminate, cash bail and to consider and measure:
1) the risk that an accused will not appear at all required court
appearances, 2) the risk that an accused will commit another

crime while on pretrial release, and 3) the impact of release on the safety of individuals, or the public at large prior to permitting a defendant pretrial release.1 There is

little doubt that the changes invoked were primarily motivated by the inability of
persons charged with low-level crimes to raise and post cash bail, even in situations
BLAIR R. ZWILLMAN is the owner of a
solo practice in Morristown. He is a certified criminal trial attorney and a former
president of the Association of Criminal
Defense Lawyers of New Jersey.
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where the amount set was $2,500 or less.2 Other areas of interest related to these
changes are discussed in other articles in this publication (e.g., risk assessment and
release/detention). This article will compare the present New Jersey practice to that
of other states.
NJSBA.COM

The New Jersey model had its genesis

indication by defense attorneys that the

sets the rules for California courts, was

in 2014, when the New Jersey Constitu-

prior failure to appear (FTA) component

tasked with establishing a new system

tion was amended to allow courts to

of the algorithm is prejudicial to racial

involving pretrial risk assessment analy-

detain defendants to assure their court

minorities and the poor, especially the

sis. Some critics have asserted the gov-

appearances in the future and to protect

weight apparently being given to fail-

ernment’s risk assessment analysis will

the safety of the public. While voters

ures to appear in municipal court mat-

lead to unnecessary detention, and that

approved the constitutional amend-

ters.

its algorithms are racist and judicial

3

detention is unbridled.10 However, the

ment, ironically it authorized preventive
detention. In furtherance of criminal

Bail Reform in Other States

law is patterned on New Jersey’s stan-

justice reform, pilot programs utilizing

The nonprofit Pretrial Justice Insti-

dard that pretrial detention can only be

risk assessment analysis had been insti-

tute (PJI), which evaluates pretrial jus-

ordered “if there is a likelihood that no

tuted. As a measure to address needless

tice priorities, released its first compara-

condition or combination of conditions

delays, new speedy trial rules were

tive state data analysis in Oct. 2017. As

of pretrial supervision will reasonably

enacted to require that those detained

reported, in terms of grading, New Jer-

assure public safety or the appearance of

would have to be indicted and tried

sey received the only ‘A’ and the country

the person in court.”

within specific periods of time. The

on a whole received a ‘D.’ As of that

American Civil Liberties Union, public

date, New Jersey was the only state to

4

8

New York Attempts to Repair Broken
System

defender and attorney general all sup-

have “almost completely eliminated

ported the new rules.

money bail.” (The District of Columbia

In New York, the Robert F. Kennedy

This article will provide examples of

had done this previously.) The state had

Human Rights Foundation, in Oct.

the manner in which some other states

a comparatively low pretrial detention

2018, conducted a mass bailout action.

and the District of Columbia are

rate and uses a validated pretrial assess-

This was a collaborative effort undertak-

addressing the bail issue. Federal law

ment tool. In Oct. 2017, most other

en by grassroots groups and persons pre-

will not be discussed.

states had a high pretrial detention rate.

viously incarcerated, to obtain the

However, as of that date legislative

release of women and young people in

action had commenced to modify bail

New York City who were jailed at Rikers

practices in California, Alaska and Con-

Island solely for their inability to post

necticut.

bail.11 At the conclusion of the event,

Impact of Bail Reform in New Jersey
The new bail/release statute and rules
have had a profound statistical impact
on county jail populations. Analyses

In its publication entitled “Where

105 people were released, including 64

available on the New Jersey Judiciary

Pretrial Improvements are Happening,”

women and 41 high school-aged boys.

website reveal that the “nonsentenced

released Jan. 17 of this year, the PJI cat-

Most had been charged with felonies.

pretrial jail population” plummeted

9

alogued developments in all 50 states.

Only two of 90 people who had sched-

from 7,173 on Jan. 1, 2017, to 4,967 on

As of Dec. 2018, 10 states were changing

uled court dates did not appear in court.

Jan. 31 of this year, a decrease of 30.2

practices, 12 had judicially led improve-

Those released were put in touch with

percent.5 As an example, in January of

ments, pretrial litigation was underway

services and given a prepaid cellphone

this year, the state filed 1,725 detention

in 14, and pretrial legislation was enact-

and two-month MetroCard to assist

motions and 637 (37 percent) were

ed in 25. Change was ‘executive-led’ in

them in contacting their attorneys and

granted, 717 (42 percent) were denied,

five states and there was community

attending court.

and 371 (21 percent) were withdrawn or

and grassroots involvement in 17 states.

According to the Vera Institute of Jus-

dismissed.

The most progressive states include Cal-

tice, a study found that New York City

ifornia, Colorado, Florida, Indiana,

judges frequently release people on their

6

Although a cause-effect relationship
cannot be demonstrated, State Police

Maryland, Massachusetts and Virginia.

as compared with the same period in
2016, dramatically demonstrated a 32

own recognizance, but other counties
are more punitive. Thus, 89 percent of

crime statistics from Jan. to Sept. 2018,

California is Trying
In Aug. 2018, California became the

the jail population in some New York
counties consists of people charged with

percent reduction in homicides, 13 per-

first state to completely eliminate cash

misdemeanors, while the number in

cent in rape, 37 percent in robbery, 18

bail by enacting the California Money

New York City is 10 percent. A bill to

percent in assault, and 30 percent in

Bail Reform Act. The act is scheduled to

eliminate cash bail in New York was

burglary.7

go into effect in Oct. of this year. The

introduced in the state Senate in Jan.

state’s Judicial Council, the body that

2017. The legislation, NY Senate Bill

Anecdotally, there has been some
NJSBA.COM
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3579-A, 2017–2018 Regular Sessions,

has been reported that 75 percent of

Endnotes

would require judges to impose the

individuals awaiting disposition of their

1.

“least restrictive non-monetary condi-

cases in Texas are detained ahead of dis-

tion” that would assure a defendant’s

position. In one case that is winding

court appearance. A court would be

down, a federal judge has announced

NJ at the Forefront of

required to evaluate many factors,

support for a proposal by Harris County

Fairness/Opinion, Star Ledger, Jan.

including a defendant’s prior record,

that would mean automatic qualifica-

9, 2017.

attendance at court appearances, charac-

tion for no-cash bonds to 85 percent of

ter and employment history. Critics of

those charged with misdemeanors.16 The

the proposed bill, which is pending,

only exceptions would apply to people

argue it is slanted against minorities.12

who are arrested for family violence,

4.

New Jersey Court Rules 3:25-1 to 3.

bond violations and repeated drunk

5.

njcourts.gov/courts/criminal/

Kentucky is Making an Effort

et seq., R. 3:26-1 et seq.
2.

3.

In Kentucky, there is a movement

would be entitled to a bail hearing within 48 hours, at which they would be eli-

bail system. As identified by many other

gible for personal recognizance bonds.

See Chief Justice: Bail Reform Puts

Statement attached to Senate Concurrent Resolution No. 128, State of
New Jersey 216th Legislature.

driving offenses. The latter defendants

underway to overhaul the state’s cash

N.J.S.A. 2A:162-14, et seq.; R. 3:4-1

reform.html – “Chart C.”
6.

njcourts.gov/courts/criminal/
reform.html – “Chart B – Supplemental Graph.”

states, such a system needlessly author-

As in New Jersey and other states,

izes detention of those charged with

bills before the Texas Legislature have as

Check the crime numbers then

low-level crimes and creates an over-

their centerpiece some construct of a

decide, Editorial, Star-Ledger, Edito-

7.

Has bail reform been a success?

population in local jails.13 Kentucky is

pretrial risk assessment program. Legis-

experiencing a skyrocketing incarcera-

lators are beginning to support the pro-

tion rate. It has the ninth largest incar-

posed agreement in Harris County, men-

state-bail-system-grades_us_591781

ceration rate in the country. Its female

tioned above. As in many states, the bail

90e4b0aec1467a2708.

incarceration rate ranks second in the

bond industry opposes modification of

country. It also ranks second in the rate

the law, arguing that risk assessment

of children who have experienced

programs are ‘junk science.’ However,

parental incarceration.14

the proposed legislation has the support

District of Columbia Has Eliminated
Cash Bail
The District of Columbia moved

rial Board, Dec. 4, 2018.
8.

9.

www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/

www.pretrial.org/news/recent-pjireports.

10. California Ended Cash Bail—But
May Have Replaced It With Some-

of the chief justice of the Texas Supreme

thing Even Worse, The Nation, Sept.

Court and the Texas Judiciary.17

24, 2018.
11. https://rfkhumanrights.org/news

Going Forward

away from cash bail in 1992. DC also

There is no question that New Jersey

relies upon a risk assessment tool. In

has been in the forefront of bail reform.

2017, 94 percent of persons arrested

A collateral benefit that typically inures

were released without cash bail, 88 per-

to defense counsel following bail reform

/rfk-bail-action.
12. Choi, Lessons from California and
New Jersey Bail Reform Legislation,
New York Law Journal, Dec. 7, 2018.
13. https://www.wdrb.com/news/bail-

cent of those attended every scheduled

includes the provision of extensive dis-

reform-advocates-make-push-for-

court appearance, 85 percent were never

covery by the prosecution prior to

change-in-Kentucky/article.
14. The Emerging Consensus Behind

arrested for a criminal offense of any

detention hearings. In the end, bail

kind, and less than two percent were

reform will hopefully fairly deal with

rearrested for a crime of violence,

those who are financially incapable of

Kentucky Today, Feb. 7, 2019.

according to a senior judge of the D.C.

raising even low bail and the cost of

15. What Changed After D.C. Ended

Superior Court.15

housing pretrial detainees will be greatly

Cash Bail, www.npr.org/2018/09

reduced. Other states continue to con-

/02/644085158.

Texas is Responding to Federal
Lawsuits
In 2017, Texas failed to pass a bail
reform law. Several lawsuits have been

Reforming Kentucky’s Bail System,

sider and enact reformulations of their

16 State Sen. Whitmire takes another

antiquated pretrial release laws and

shot at reforming bail in Texas,

rules.

Houston Chronicle, Feb. 4, 2019.
17. Id.

filed against Texas counties, and federal
judges have determined bail practices in
these counties to be unconstitutional. It
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by Joseph Paravecchia

A

s the implementation of New Jersey’s Criminal Justice Reform Act
(CJRA) enters its second year,1 many attorneys have, at the very

least, heard the terms ‘bail reform,’ ‘pretrial detention hearing,’
and ‘speedy trial.’ The meaning and practical implications of those

terms, on the other hand, are not universally understood. While it

is true that criminal practitioners were forced to familiarize them-

selves with the intricacies of the CJRA as a result of the dramatic changes that came
with it, the same did not apply to the vast majority of New Jersey lawyers who do
not practice criminal law. It is this audience—those, for example, who may still
(mistakenly) believe that bail is an integral part of New Jersey criminal procedure—
that this article hopes to reach. The goal is not to explain every precise detail of the
CJRA, but rather to briefly summarize how the courts have resolved litigation of
statewide significance relative to the CJRA.2 As a result, attorneys less familiar with

the CJRA will have a better understanding of the same hot-button issues the criminal bar routinely faces.
This article will proceed in a sequential fashion in conformity with how the CJRA
JOSEPH PARAVECCHIA is an assistant
prosecutor at the Mercer County Prosecutor’s Office in Trenton. He currently
serves as chair of the NJSBA’s Criminal
Law Section.
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typically operates in practice—that is, the cases discussed, although presented out
of order with regard to their respective dates of publication, will begin with those
concerning the initiation and subsequent litigation of pretrial detention hearings,
and end with those concerning the calculation of excludable time.

NJSBA.COM

Pretrial Detention Discovery
Requirements
The first New Jersey Supreme Court

measures an eligible defendant’s risk of

produce the affidavit underlying a search

flight and future criminal activity, and

warrant prior to a pretrial detention

recommends whether, and under which

hearing.22 The majority held that such an

decision to tackle the CJRA, State v.

conditions, the defendant should be

affidavit—a document not otherwise

Robinson,3 involved the state’s discovery

released pretrial.12 The trial court, how-

subject to disclosure except in very limit-

disclosure obligations triggered by its

ever, ordered the state to produce wit-

ed pre-indictment circumstances due to

motion to detain the defendant pretrial.4

ness statements, identification photo-

its confidential nature23—need not be

In general, the CJRA permits the state to

graphs, surveillance footage, and similar

disclosed as a matter of course.24

move to detain an eligible defendant

investigative reports.

The Appellate

The Court noted that the inquiry

charged with a crime or specified offense

Division affirmed the trial court’s

turns on whether the state’s pretrial

on a complaint warrant post-Jan. 2017,

order,14 and the Supreme Court agreed to

detention motion relates to the affidavit

for a defined period of time prior to

hear the state’s motion for leave to

or the state’s presentation on the risk

either the return of an indictment or a

appeal on an accelerated basis.15

factors in a specific case.25 For instance,

13

trial.5 At the pretrial detention hearing

A majority of the Court affirmed and

in a case involving an element of posses-

on the motion, the state bears the two-

modified the Appellate Division’s opin-

sion, the state cannot establish probable

fold burden of first establishing probable

ion, holding that former Rule 3:4-

cause without demonstrating a suffi-

cause as to the charged offense(s), if no

2(c)(1)(B)—the court rule that con-

cient nexus between the contraband

indictment exists, and then proving by

cerned the state’s discovery obligations

and the defendant.26 If the trial court

clear and convincing evidence that no

in pretrial detention applications —

concludes additional evidence is neces-

amount of monetary or non-monetary

required disclosure of the charging doc-

sary to establish that nexus, it may

conditions “would reasonably assure the

ument (i.e., the complaint or indict-

require production of additional discov-

eligible defendant’s appearance in court

ment); the affidavit of probable cause;

ery, including the search warrant affi-

when required, the protection of the

the preliminary law enforcement inci-

davit.27 The state’s failure or refusal to

safety of any other person or the com-

dent report (PLEIR); all statements or

disclose such evidence may then pre-

munity, and that the eligible defendant

reports relating to: 1) the affidavit of

vent it from satisfying its burden, there-

will not obstruct or attempt to obstruct

probable cause, 2) additional evidence

by defeating the pretrial detention

the criminal justice process....”6 A rebut-

the state relies on to establish probable

application.28 The Court emphasized,

table presumption of detention exists if

cause at the hearing, and 3) the risk of

however, that sanctions for discovery

the trial court finds probable cause to

flight, danger, and obstruction the state

violations must be distinguished from

16

support a murder charge or a crime that

advances at the hearing; and all exculpa-

the state’s failure to carry its burden as

carries a sentence of life imprisonment;8

tory evidence.17 The Court defined

to

otherwise, the CJRA presumes condi-

‘statements and reports’ as items that

under the court rules that penalize

tions exist that would assure the three

exist at the time of the pretrial detention

gamesmanship when the state with-

7

aforesaid objectives.

probable

cause—sanctions

exist

hearing, which are in the possession of

holds critical discovery, but such sanc-

Pretrial detention hearings have

the prosecutor, law enforcement offi-

tions cannot include the release of a

essentially replaced the now defunct

cials, and other agents of the state, but

defendant.29

bail hearings, which could have the

not, as a general rule, video and audio

In State v. Moore,30 the most recent

effect of indeterminately detaining low-

files.18 The Court further noted that pre-

decision regarding disclosure of pretrial

risk, poor defendants on small amounts

trial detention procedure must strike a

detention discovery, the Appellate Divi-

9

of bail, while permitting dangerous

proper balance between two important

sion addressed the issue of whether the

defendants

concerns: a defendant’s liberty interest

state must produce a completed PLEIR—

and the state’s ability to seek to detain

the law enforcement document that lists

high-risk defendants before trial.19

and describes relevant facts relating to a

to

be

released

simply

because they could afford to post bail.10
The state in Robinson relied on only a
few documents in support of the deten-

The next decision to address the

defendant’s arrest, including, among

tion motion, including the investigating

state’s

in

other things, “whether law enforcement

police officer’s affidavit of probable

advance of a pretrial detention hearing

officers or other witnesses observed the

cause, the defendant’s criminal history,

was State v. Dickerson.20 The Supreme

offense, whether the defendant made a

and the defendant’s public safety assess-

Court resolved the issue of whether, in

recorded

ment (PSA)11—an objective tool generat-

cases involving a search warrant, former

weapon...involved, and whether physi-

ed by a pretrial services officer that both

Rule 3:4-2(c)(1)(B)21 required the state to

cal evidence was recovered”31—when

NJSBA.COM
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of

21

mined that the CJRA affords a defendant
“a qualified right to call witnesses at

In the Court’s assessment, the qualified right
harmonized with the spirit of the CJRA, as an
absolute right to compel adverse witness
testimony would have “far-reaching
consequences,” such as allowing a defendant
charged with sexual assault to subpoena the
victim to testify at the pretrial detention hearing.

detention hearings.”50 In the Court’s
assessment, the qualified right harmonized with the spirit of the CJRA, as an
absolute right to compel adverse witness
testimony would have “far-reaching consequences,” such as allowing a defendant charged with sexual assault to subpoena the victim to testify at the pretrial
detention hearing.51 In addition, like the
Stewart decision, the Court held that

seeking pretrial detention.

Prior to the detention hearing, the defen-

before being permitted to compel an

held that neither former Rule 3:4-

dant’s attorney served a subpoena on the

adverse witness to testify at the probable

2(c)(1)(B)33 nor the relevant attorney

investigating officer who drafted the affi-

cause phase of a detention hearing, a

32

The court

required production

davit of probable cause. The officer then

defendant must proffer how the adverse

of the PLEIR in advance of a pretrial

appeared at the hearing, and the attorney

witness’s testimony would tend to

The court noted

argued that the CJRA permitted the

negate the issue of probable cause.52 Like-

that although disclosure of a completed

defendant to call the officer to testify, in

wise, at the detention phase, a defendant

PLEIR assists all parties in preparing for

addition to four other adverse law

must first proffer how the adverse wit-

the hearing, no authority compelled

enforcement witnesses.44 Over the state’s

ness’s testimony would tend to under-

either law enforcement officers to pre-

objection, the trial court allowed the

mine the state’s case in support of deten-

pare the document or prosecutors to

defendant to subpoena only the other

tion in a material way.53

general directive

34

detention hearing.

35

43

produce the document if one had not

four witnesses to challenge the state’s

been generated.36

proofs as to probable cause because they

Pretrial Detention Analysis

underlying

Next to be considered is how the

offense.45 The Appellate Division reversed

courts have addressed issues concerning

The next line of cases involves the

the trial court, holding that “[b]efore per-

a trial court’s detention determination—

actual procedure used during pretrial

mitting a defendant to subpoena adverse

the second and, arguably, most impor-

allegedly

Pretrial Detention Hearing Procedure

observed

the

37

detention hearings. In State v. Ingram,

witnesses to appear at the detention hear-

tant part of any pretrial detention hear-

the Supreme Court examined whether

ing, the judge should require a proffer as

ing. In a lengthy opinion in State v.

the state must produce live witnesses at

to the witness’ likely testimony, and how

C.W.,54 the Appellate Division articulat-

every detention hearing. The case con-

that testimony will negate a finding that

ed the standard of review for assessing a

cerned the defendant’s objection to the

there is a ‘substantial probability that the

trial court’s decision to detain or release

state proceeding by proffer in lieu of

accused

a defendant; determined what signifi-

presenting live witness testimony. The

offense.’”

The court further held that

cance, if any, a defendant’s juvenile

Court held that neither the plain lan-

with regard to the detention phase of the

record and Megan’s Law tier classifica-

guage of the CJRA nor principles of due

hearing, a defendant must similarly make

tion have on the detention analysis; and

process mandate that the state present

a proffer “demonstrating how the antici-

resolved whether a recommendation by

the testimony of live witnesses at every

pated testimony would rebut or diminish

pretrial services in the PSA to detain a

hearing.40 Rather, the state may attempt

the otherwise clear and convincing evi-

defendant creates a rebuttable presump-

38

39

committed
46

the

charged

to establish its burden by proceeding by

dence the State must produce to warrant

tion against release that a defendant

proffer, with the understanding that the

detention” before compelling the appear-

must defeat.55

trial court retains the discretion to

ance of an adverse witness.47

require live witness testimony when it is

The court applied a somewhat similar

The Supreme Court endorsed the

standard of appellate review to that used

Stewart court’s reasoning in State v.

to evaluate the setting of cash bail: sus-

The Appellate Division addressed

Pinkston,48 a case that similarly examined

tain the trial court’s decision unless it

dissatisfied with the state’s proffer.41
whether a defendant is entitled to sub-

whether the CJRA permits “a defendant

represents an abuse of discretion, “but de

poena adverse witnesses at a pretrial

to compel an adverse witness to testify at

novo review applies with respect to

detention hearing in State v. Stewart.

a detention hearing.” The Court deter-

alleged errors or misapplications of law

42
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within that court’s analysis.”56 The court

the defendant, and the release recom-

the other aforementioned charges.76

also held that a defendant’s prior juve-

mendation in the PSA. This is because

Accordingly, the Court revised the rule

nile record, consisting of adjudications

“[p]regnancy, like any other medical

“to make clear that a recommendation

of delinquency and violations of proba-

condition, is only considered for its

against a defendant’s pretrial release that

tion—components

statistically

impact on the risk of a defendant posing

is based only on the type of offense

incorporated into the PSA —may be

a danger to the community, obstructing

charged cannot justify detention by

considered as part of the detention

justice or failing to appear in court.”69

itself unless the recommendation is

not

57

the Supreme

based on one of [the] two presump-

Court analyzed portions of the CJRA that

In State v. Mercedes,

tions...[of detention].”77 The Court

Similarly, a detention decision should

pertain to the pretrial services’ recom-

amended the rule further by including a

contemplate Megan’s Law tier classifica-

mendation in the PSA for or against pre-

provision that recommended that the

tion “where a defendant has been classi-

trial release, and considered what consti-

trial court consider the several factors

fied in ‘Tier 3’ corresponding to the

tutes a ‘pending charge’ at the time of a

contained in N.J.S.A. 2A:162-20 when

highest risk of re-offense, and where the

pretrial detention hearing. Prior to the

making its detention determination.78

pending charges involve new sexual

Court’s intervention, a trial court was

With regard to the issue of how to

offenses.” Finally, the court held that a

permitted, pursuant to former Rule

define ‘pending charge,’ the Court held

recommendation by pretrial services to

3:4A(b)(5), to “consider as prima facie

that the term refers to “a charge that has

detain a defendant does not create a

evidence sufficient to overcome the pre-

a future pre-disposition related court

rebuttable presumption in favor of pre-

sumption of release a recommendation

date or is pending presentation to the

analysis, but should not be given as
much weight as prior adult convictions.58

59

70

71

trial detention. Rather, as the relevant

by the Pretrial Services Program...that the

grand jury, or has not been disposed of

court rule61 made clear at the time,62 such

defendant’s release is not recommend-

due to the defendant’s failure to appear

a recommendation may, in the court’s

ed....” In general, the risk management

pending trial or sentencing, or that is in

discretion, be relied upon as prima facie

component of the PSA, also known as the

some form of deferred status....”79

evidence to support detention.63

‘decision making framework,’73 con-

The Supreme Court articulated, in

tributes to the recommendation for or

State v. Hyppolite,80 the standard trial

60

The Supreme Court cited C.W. with

72

approval in State v. S.N.,64 where it

against pretrial release, with particular

courts must use to decide whether to

declared the standard of appellate

emphasis on the charged offense(s)—that

reopen a pretrial detention hearing

review of pretrial detention decisions:

is, “as part of that process, certain charges

when exculpatory evidence is disclosed

“whether the trial court abused its dis-

result in a recommendation against

after the hearing. Rule 3:4A(b)(3) per-

cretion by relying on an impermissible

release regardless of the PSA score: escape,

mits reopening a pretrial detention

basis, by relying upon irrelevant or inap-

aggravated manslaughter, manslaughter,

hearing at any time before trial if the

propriate factors, by failing to consider

aggravated sexual assault, sexual assault,

trial court determines information exists

all relevant factors, or by making a clear

first-degree robbery, carjacking, and

that was not known by the parties at the

error in judgment.”

seven weapons offenses.”

time of the initial hearing and that

65

74

In State v. Williams,66 the Appellate

The Court noted that the permissive

Division examined whether the fact that

language in former Rule 3:4A(b)(5)

a defendant is pregnant should be given

invited an interpretation that was con-

more weight by the trial court than any

trary to the provision of the CJRA that

the defendant on murder and weapons

other factor in its detention analysis.67

calls for a rebuttable presumption of

charges.82

information has a “material bearing” on
the issue of detention.81
In Hyppolite, the state moved to detain
The

detention

discovery

The court held that a trial court should

detention only when a defendant is

included the second statement of an eye-

consider and give appropriate weight to

charged with murder or a crime that car-

witness, but not the first statement.83 The

a defendant’s pregnancy status, in addi-

ries a potential sentence of life impris-

trial court ordered pretrial detention and,

tion to all relevant factors under N.J.S.A.

onment.75 In particular, the Court found

two months later, after a grand jury

2A:162-2068—the statute that lists sever-

that the rule could have been construed

returned an indictment against the

al factors the trial court should take into

to allow a trial court to improperly

defendant, the state disclosed the eyewit-

account as part of its detention determi-

detain a defendant solely on a pretrial

ness’s first statement, along with other

nation, including, but not limited to,

services’

documents that tended to contradict and

recommendation

against

the nature and circumstances of the

release that was generated as a result of

undermine the veracity of the eyewit-

offense(s) charged, the weight of the evi-

a

aggravated

ness’s account.84 In light of the late disclo-

dence, the history and characteristics of

manslaughter, manslaughter, or any of

sure, the defendant moved to reopen his

NJSBA.COM
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pretrial detention hearing, which the

him.95 The defendant’s new attorney

released defendant allegedly violates

trial court denied.85 The Supreme Court

moved to reopen the detention hearing,

conditions of pretrial release. In State v.

granted certification, reversed the trial

arguing first that the “defendant’s [post-

White,102 the Appellate Division outlined

court’s denial, and held that “when

detention hearing] representation that

how violations of pretrial release condi-

exculpatory evidence is disclosed after a

the photograph does not match the vic-

tions should be prosecuted. The CJRA

detention hearing, judges should use a

tim’s description is new information

allows “[t]he State...[to] seek revocation

modified materiality standard to decide

under [Rule 3:4A(b)(3)] because it was

of a defendant’s release if [a preponder-

whether to reopen the hearing. If there is

not available at the detention hear-

ance of the evidence establishes that] he

a reasonable possibility that the result of

ing.”96 The court, in distinguishing the

or she violate[d] a restraining order or a

the detention hearing would have been

subject circumstances from those in

condition of release, ‘or upon [the trial

different had the evidence been dis-

Robinson, rejected that argument and

court’s] finding of probable cause...that

closed,

found the state was not required to dis-

the...defendant has committed a new

close the photograph.97

crime while on release.’”103 The court

the

hearing

should

be

reopened.”86 The Court emphasized that
trial courts should analyze “whether

The court further examined the defen-

noted, however, that the CJRA does not

there is a reasonable possibility—not

dant’s contention that other pieces of

permit detention based solely on the

probability—that the result of the hear-

information that were not presented at

trial court’s finding that the defendant

ing would have been different had the

the original detention hearing (i.e., an

either violated a condition of his or her

evidence been disclosed.” Additionally,

affidavit of the defendant’s paramour,

release or committed a new crime.104

the state bears the burden to show that

statements that questioned the mental

Rather, the state must still show, by clear

the pretrial detention hearing should not

health of one of the victims, allegations

and convincing evidence, “that no con-

be reopened under that new standard.88

that a victim previously denied any inap-

ditions of release will reasonably assure

the Law

propriate sexual behavior, and the defen-

the three goals of the” CJRA.105 In addi-

Division resolved “whether, after a

dant’s willingness to undergo a poly-

tion, the court held that the state is per-

defendant has been detained pretrial, a

graph examination) also warranted

mitted to prove a violation of a condi-

later defense attack on the State’s deten-

reopening the hearing.98 The court found

tion of release by proffer, which does

tion hearing proffer can be sufficient to

that “[w]hile all of this information may

not include establishing that the viola-

reopen the detention hearing.”90 The

be relevant to defendant’s case it is not

tion was purposeful or intentional.106

87

Finally, in State v. W.A.,

89

defendant’s underlying charges con-

new information because it was known

Nevertheless, “evidence that the viola-

cerned aggravated sexual assaults upon

by defendant and could have been pre-

tion is the result of inadvertence, negli-

child victims from approximately 14

sented at the original detention hear-

gence or is otherwise excusable is clearly

years earlier.91 At the pretrial detention

ing.”99 The court concluded that “a defen-

a ‘relevant circumstance[]’ in weighing

hearing, the state proffered, among

dant may not reopen a detention hearing

‘the nature and seriousness of the viola-

other things, one of the victim’s state-

in order to present more developed argu-

tion....’”107

ments in which she detailed the specific

ments to mount a late attack on the

The Appellate Division also exam-

characteristics

State’s proffer regarding probable cause

ined the criminal consequences associ-

penis—a piece of evidence that served

and the court’s finding of probable cause,

ated with violations of pretrial release

not to identify the defendant, but rather

where the bases for those arguments were

conditions in State v. McCray.108 The

to corroborate parts of the victims’ state-

known to defendant at the time of the

court held that “a pretrial release order

ments about what occurred.92 The state

detention hearing.”100 The court empha-

is a ‘judicial order’ under N.J.S.A. 2C:29-

did not, however, disclose prior to the

sized that “[t]his is especially true where

9a, and a defendant who purposely or

detention hearing the actual photo-

a grand jury has returned an indictment

knowingly violates the conditions in the

of

the

defendant’s

graph of the defendant’s penis that was

between the time of the detention hear-

order may be charged with contempt

obtained as a result of a search warrant

ing and the filing of the motion to

under N.J.S.A. 2C:29-9a.”109 In support,

and used for comparison against the vic-

reopen the detention hearing.”101

the court noted that the purpose of

tim’s statement. The trial court ordered

N.J.S.A. 2C:29-9a is to encourage “com-

93

the defendant be detained pending trial
and the defendant failed to timely

Violations of Pretrial Release
Conditions

pliance with judicial orders by punishing those who purposely or knowingly

appeal that order. The defendant there-

The focus now turns briefly to the

fail to comply with those orders.”110

after retained new counsel and a grand

procedural and substantive provisions of

Likewise, one of the primary goals of the

jury returned an indictment against

the CJRA that apply when a previously

CJRA is to reasonably assure that a

94
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defendant will comply with all ordered

time from filing to the final disposition

tion.”129 The court held that a trial court

conditions of pretrial release.111 Accord-

of a pretrial motion made by either the

must engage in fact-sensitive analysis,

ingly, the court determined that allow-

prosecutor or detained defendant.”

120

making sufficient findings that support

ing the state to charge a defendant with

The Appellate Division affirmed the trial

excluding time towards the speedy trial

contempt for violating a pretrial release

court’s order that found that each of the

deadlines only to the extent necessary to

order advances the objectives of both

defendant’s pretrial motions were sub-

address the complexity of the particular

the contempt statute and the CJRA.112 “A

ject to excludable time.121 In so ruling,

case.130 In the court’s assessment, this

criminal contempt charge would pro-

the court held that “[t]he question of

case was complex—it involved a co-

vide the State with an additional means

whether a particular period or motion is

defendant; “multi-county, multi-juris-

to address a violation of a condition in

excludable...is a question of law that

dictional investigation[,] requiring coor-

the pretrial release order. It would also

appellate courts review de novo[,] but a

dination

deter defendants from violating condi-

deferential standard of review [applies]

departments and three county prosecu-

tions of release, thereby avoiding the

to the fact-finding concerning the

tors’ offices[;]”131 “laborious” redaction of

potential revocation of release and

amount of excludable time.”122

voluminous medical records;132 “com-

between

various

police

The court further

The Appellate Division answered

plex” processing and analyzation of

held that that double jeopardy princi-

many questions involving speedy trial in

DNA evidence;133 and resolution of

ples did not bar the state from charging

State v. Washington.

In a lengthy opin-

attempted murder, kidnapping, robbery,

detention pretrial.”

113

123

the defendant with contempt based on

ion, the court determined that a draft

and weapons offenses, which “them-

his failure to comply with the condition

State Police forensic laboratory report—a

selves contribute[d] to the complexi-

of the pretrial release order that prohib-

report not otherwise discoverable until

ty.”134 The court also found that the

ited new offenses, as the contempt

reviewed and approved by the laborato-

absence of an attorney representing a

charge was not the same offense as the

ry—did not fall within the possession of

defendant’s interests due to a family

underlying charges in the pretrial

the county prosecutor until the laborato-

health emergency was an extraordinary

release order.

ry sent it to the county prosecutor;

that

circumstance both recognized by the

a continuance of trial—not exclusion of

CJRA and worthy of excludable time.135

untimely disclosed DNA evidence—was

Finally, the court held that in cases such

the appropriate remedy “given the evi-

as this, where joined defendants have

The final group of cases relates to the

dence’s importance and the absence of

not been severed for trial, any period of

speedy trial provisions of the CJRA. In

surprise, prejudice, or a design to mis-

excludable time applicable to one defen-

114

124

Speedy Trial and Calculation of
Excludable Time

State v. Forchion,

115

the Appellate Division

lead[;]”

125

that the enumerated “complex

dant applies to all co-defendants.136

reviewed a trial court’s computation of

case” period of excludable time applies

excludable time with regard to pretrial

only if the complexity of the case,

motions filed by the defendant.116 “Fol-

prompted by “complicated evidence,”

The foregoing survey of cases demon-

lowing a defendant’s detention under

“makes it unreasonable to expect ade-

strates the considerable efforts the courts

the CJRA, the State generally has ninety

quate preparation for trial in the speedy

have made to provide meaningful guid-

days to indict defendant... and 180 days

trial period[;]”

and that excludable

ance for judges and attorneys in the

after the indictment to try defen-

time applies to emergent appellate relief

novel area of criminal justice reform,

dant....Both periods allow for ‘exclud-

requests, interlocutory appeals, and the

ranging from issues involving pretrial

able time’ and for the State to move to

period while a trial is stayed.127

detention discovery to the allocation of

126

Conclusion

continue detaining defendant provided

The speedy trial cases conclude with

excludable time. With novelty comes

the State can make certain showings.”117

State v. Johnson,128 where the Law Divi-

more uncertainty, however, and as prac-

In general, and subject to exceptions, if

sion determined whether the complex

titioners continue to litigate the compo-

an indictment is not returned or trial

case period of excludable time applied;

nents of the CJRA, additional judicial

has not commenced within those speci-

decided whether extraordinary circum-

guidance will be necessary. Indeed,

fied deadlines, the defendant shall be

stances existed that would permit appli-

although it appears as if many of the dis-

released from jail.118 The CJRA recog-

cation of excludable time; and resolved

putes involving pretrial detention hear-

nizes 13 periods of excludable time that,

“whether excludable time attributable to

ings have been settled,137 the same is not

when applicable, must be calculated

one defendant should be attributable to

true regarding the speedy trial provisions

against the indictment or trial dead-

all defendants who are joined for trial,

of the CJRA, particularly because practi-

“Among those exclusions is the

even over their objection or opposi-

tioners find themselves only in the

lines.

119
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CJRA’s second year and some of the enu-

in accordance with its decision.

merated speedy trial deadlines have not

Id. at 71–72. The rule was later

44.

Id. at 59–60.

yet expired.138 In the meantime, practi-

amended by the Legislature on

45.

Id. at 60.

tioners are counseled by the judicious

July 27, 2018, to be effective

46.

opinions summarized in this article.

Sept. 1, 2018, specifically by

43.

Id. at 68 (quoting United States v.
Edwards, 430 A.2d 1321, 1338

adopting a new paragraph
(c), amending and redesignating

Id. at 59.

(D.C. 1981)).
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Id. at 70.
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and the trial court have adjusted

recommendation against release

109. Id. at ___–___ (slip op. at 20–21).

to the new law. Judges adeptly

by the pretrial services program,

110. Id. at ___ (slip op. at 24) (citation

marshal the facts and arguments,

(2) that recommendation was

omitted).

based only on the type of offense

111. Id. at ___–___ (slip op. at 24–25)

charged, and (3) that recommen-

(citing N.J.S.A. 2A:162-15).

and make sufficient findings in a
reasonable period of time....”).
138. See, e.g., N.J.S.A. 2A:162-22a(2)(a)

dation was not based on an

112. Id. at ___ (slip op. at 25).

(“Notwithstanding any other pro-

offense described in N.J.S.A.

113. Ibid.

vision of this section, an eligible

2A:162-19b.” Id. at 173.

114. Id. at ___, ___–___ (slip op. at 30,

79.

Id. at 174 (emphasis in original).

80.

236 N.J. 154 (2018).

81.

Accord N.J.S.A. 2A:162-19f.

34–35).
115. 451 N.J. Super. 474 (App. Div.
2017).

defendant shall be released from
jail...after a release hearing if, two
years after the court’s issuance of
the pretrial detention order for

82.

Hyppolite, 236 N.J. at 157.

116. Id. at 478.

the eligible defendant, excluding

83.

Id. at 158, 160.

117. Ibid. (citing N.J.S.A. 2A:162–

any delays attributable to the eli-

84.

Id. at 160.

22a(1)(a), (2)(a)). Accord R. 3:25-

gible defendant, the prosecutor is

85.

Id. at 161.

4(b)(1), (c)(1).

not ready to proceed to voir dire

86.

Id. at 158.

87.

Id. at 169.

88.

Id. at 170.

89.

457 N.J. Super. 387 (Law Div.
2018).
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or to opening argument, or to
the hearing of any motions that
had been reserved for the time of
trial.”). Accord R. 3:25-4(d)(1).
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he public safety assessment (PSA) is a pretrial risk assessment that was

T

introduced through the Criminal Justice Reform Act (CJRA).1 “The CJRA
is to be ‘liberally construed’ in favor of ‘primarily relying upon pretrial
release by non-monetary means.’”2 The PSA is designed to be considered

by trial court judges in making pretrial detention determinations. As a
part of the CJRA, the PSA depends on neutral and reliable data, based on

nine factors, to determine two risk ‘scores’: 1) new criminal activity (NCA) and 2)

failure to appear (FTA).3 This score, along with the PSA recommendation on pretrial
detention, is then used by the judge to make a determination on detention.
NJSBA.COM
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Under the CJRA, a prosecutor may

PSA questions and ultimately provide

Going Beyond the PSA

seek pretrial detention if: 1) the defen-

risk scores.

The PSA scores are deter-

In practice, the PSA is not as black

dant is charged with certain serious

mined by nine inquiries: 1) age at cur-

and white as the statute and court rule

15

2) the defendant is charged

rent arrest; 2) whether the current

imply. In the short time the PSA has

with a crime carrying a life sentence;5 3)

offense is categorized as violent; 3)

existed, New Jersey courts have already

the defendant has committed multiple

whether the defendant has a pending

weighed in on several issues. In State v.

serious crimes in the past;6 or 4) the state

charge at the time of the offense; 4)

C.W., the trial court relied on the rela-

crimes;

4

believes there is a serious risk a defen-

prior disorderly persons convictions; 5)

tively low PSA score in deciding that

dant will not appear in court, will pose a

prior indictable convictions; 6) prior

detention was not warranted, despite

danger to the community, or will

violent convictions; 7) prior failure to

the PSA recommendation for detention.

obstruct (or attempt to obstruct) justice.7

appear pretrial in the past two years; 8)

The Appellate Division reversed, reason-

The court must hold a hearing on a

prior failure to appear pretrial older

ing that the PSA scores do not take into

motion for pretrial detention no later

than two years; and 9) prior sentence to

account all relevant information, specif-

than the defendant’s first appearance, or

incarceration.

The PSA’s algorithm

ically that the defendant in this matter

three days from the date of the motion.8

uses the responses to these inquiries to

had been confined to a juvenile facility

9

Unless a statutory exemption is present,

calculate scores for FTA and NCA. If

for several years and his status as a tier-

there is a presumption of release.10 To

there is a statistical likelihood the

three sex offender. It held that “[t]he

rebut this presumption, the state must

defendant will engage in new violent

numbers in this case are not particularly

present clear and convincing evidence

criminal activity, a ‘flag’ will be gener-

informative” since they do not reflect

that no set of conditions “reasonably

ated.

These scores are then factored

those important factors. Accordingly,

assure the defendant’s appearance in

into the decision-making framework

the judge’s reliance on the numbers, and

court, the safety of the community, or

(DMF).18 The DMF utilizes the NCA and

departure from the recommendation

the integrity of the criminal justice

FTA scores, along with other factors, to

without

17

16

written

explanation,

was

The New Jersey Supreme

generate a recommendation as to

improper.

Court has held that this presumption of

detention or release, as well as identi-

time that juvenile offenses may be con-

process.”

11

24

This case ruled for the first

release is present without regard to

fies the recommended level and type of

sidered and that a trial court may

whether the PSA recommends pretrial

conditions and intervention or moni-

require the prosecutor to submit more

detention.

toring services necessary should the

than the PSA and pretrial recommenda-

defendant be released.19

tion to sustain its burden.25

12

Determining the Score and
Recommendation

In addition to the PSA’s release rec-

Critically, in terms of assessing

ommendation, the judge may consider

whether detention is appropriate pend-

The PSA was created to advance the

“the nature and circumstances of the

ing case disposition, “a recommenda-

notion that “[t]he pretrial phase of the

offense, the weight of the evidence, the

tion against release, based on the type of

criminal justice process should aim to

defendant’s history and characteristics,

charge alone, cannot justify detention

protect public safety and assure defen-

[and] the risk of danger and obstruc-

unless it is based on a statutory pre-

dants’ appearance in court, while hon-

tion....”

oring individuals’ constitutional rights,

burden through a variety of ways (e.g.,

In State v. Mercedes, a consolidated

20

While the state may meet its

sumption of detention.”26

including the presumption of innocence

witness testimony, documentary evi-

New Jersey Supreme Court opinion, the

and the right to bail that is not exces-

dence), the “court may consider a rec-

Court analyzed the Travis matter, where

It provides the reviewing judge

ommendation against release in a PSA

the PSA rated the defendant a one out of

with “an approved instrument that is

‘as prima facie evidence sufficient to

six, the lowest risk score, for both risk of

‘objective, standardized, and [has been]

21

overcome the presumption of release.’”

FTA and of NCA. Yet, based on the rob-

developed based on [an] analysis of

The recommendation of the PSA, of

bery charge alone, release was not rec-

empirical data and risk factors.’”

course, does not replace judicial discre-

ommended according to pretrial servic-

tion; if a judge seeks to depart from the

es. The state moved for pretrial detention

sive.”

13

14

Following an individual’s arrest, a
pretrial services officer prepares the

recommendation, he or she may do so,

and the trial court agreed, relying on the

PSA. It is an automated process that

but must provide a written explana-

“extraordinarily serious charges” and

gathers information about defendants

tion. Anytime detention is ordered, the

other non-PSA factors. The Appellate

from various law enforcement and

court must provide a written statement

Division affirmed, reasoning that the

Judiciary databases to answer the nine

of reasons.

court followed the PSA’s recommenda-

30
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tion, overcoming the presumption of

ed the PSA, which provided a score of

not consider, let alone turn on, the

release, and considered relevant infor-

six for NCA, a score of five for FTA, a flag

defendant’s knowledge of pending

mation and provided sufficient reasons.27

for

activity

charges.36 Notably, if the defendant were

new

violent

criminal

Since its inception, the New Jersey

(NVCA), and a recommendation of

aware he was wanted on other charges

Supreme Court has even acted to re-write

detention, and ordered release.31 The

for which no court date had been set,

some of the rules, determining that the

judge concluded that the state fell just

this could be appropriately considered

rule concerning overcoming the pre-

below the clear and convincing burden

by the trial court.37 Yet, the Court stated

sumption needed to be revised. Rule

because the PSA did not take into

that the trial court correctly questioned

3:4A(b)(5) originally read, in pertinent

account that the defendant was eight

whether the charges arising from earlier

part: “The court may consider as prima

weeks pregnant. The Appellate Division

that day were appropriately ‘pending.’

facie evidence sufficient to overcome the

reversed and ordered the defendant’s

The Court continued, there was no

presumption of release a recommenda-

detention, finding that the judge failed

future pre-disposition-related court date

tion by the Pretrial Services Program...

to connect the defendant’s pregnancy to

arising from the aggravated assault

that the defendant’s release is not recom-

her risk of posing a danger to the com-

charges earlier in the day, the defendant

mended....” The Supreme Court, in ana-

munity, obstructing justice, or failing to

had not been arrested and released,

lyzing the Travis matter, concluded that

appear in court.32 The Appellate Division

accordingly, the assault charges from

the phrasing accomplished little in prac-

further stated that the judge failed to

earlier in the day were not ‘pending’ for

It

issue a written statement of reasons,

purposes of this factor.38

tice and could be misunderstood.

28

rewrote the rule as follows:

which would usually compel remand,
but as he stated his reason on the record,

Conclusion: A Developing Area

and such reason was improper, there

Effective representation now requires

the presumption of pretrial release shall

was no reason immediate detention

an understanding of the functioning of

be by clear and convincing evidence. To

could not be ordered.33

the PSA and its role in the detention

The standard of proof for the rebuttal of

determine whether a motion for pretrial

In State v. Mercedes, the defendant was

analysis. In order to best advocate on

detention should be granted, the court

implicated by ‘reliable’ information and

behalf of a defendant and to secure pre-

may take into account information about

charged with aggravated assault and

disposition release, staying current on

the factors listed in N.J.S.A. 2A:162-20.29

firearm possession. Later that day, prior

the evolving body of case law in this

to being arrested on the assault and

area is critical. Knowledge of which fac-

The Court emphasized, however,

firearm charges, the defendant was

tors to technically emphasize in argu-

that the trial court must consider a pre-

arrested on drug charges. He was

ment, as well as an understanding of the

sumption against release in making its

charged on a second complaint for the

underlying purposes of the CJRA and

determination and, in fact, must pro-

drug charges. Pretrial services prepared

the PSA, will result in the most com-

vide reasons on the record should it go

two PSAs. On the earlier assault charges,

pelling argument and may be the differ-

against any recommendation. Further,

the defendant scored fives for both risk

ence between a client’s release or deten-

the underlying crime, including its seri-

of NCA and FTA. On the later drug

tion awaiting trial.

ousness, as well as the strength of the

charges, the defendant scored a five for

proofs, are also valid considerations.

FTA and a six for NCA.34 Release was not

The Court concluded that the Travis

recommended, in part because of the

Endnotes

matter was a close call, but declined to

pending charges from earlier in the day.
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LIMITATIONS ON DEFENSE CONFRONTATION RIGHTS
IN PRETRIAL DETENTION HEARINGS

MANAGING EXPECTATIONS AND
THINKING STRATEGICALLY
In the two years that have followed the implementation of bail reform, the New Jersey Supreme Court has
disposed of the notion that defendants have an absolute statutory or due process right to confront state
witnesses in the course of pretrial detention and probable cause hearings. Specifically, the Court
has declined to interpret the Criminal Justice Reform Act (CJRA) as requiring the state to
produce a live witness in order to establish grounds for detention or to demonstrate
probable cause that an offense has been committed. The Court has also
held that the defense right to call an adverse witness in the
course of a pretrial detention hearing is qualified,
not absolute.

by Daniella Gordon
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In rendering these opinions, however,
the Court has stressed that trial courts

appear at the hearing, and to present

to the trial court in support of probable

information by proffer or otherwise.”

cause in Ingram, the Court took issue

10

have discretion to require live testimony
in the face of a weak state proffer, or a
strong defense proffer that establishes the

with the dearth of information submitState v. Ingram
In

Aug.

2017,

ted by the state in that matter. The Court
the

New

Jersey

determined that the barebones affidavit,

need for a live adverse witness. With the

Supreme Court, in State v. Ingram,

11

in which the officer simply asserted that

uphill battle for confrontation placed

addressed the quality of evidence

the defendant was observed to be in the

squarely before the trial courts, and

required of the state when it attempts to

possession of a handgun “with no lawful

defendants’ pretrial liberty interests at

establish probable cause in the course of

purpose,” should have been accompa-

stake, defense attorneys must make strate-

seeking pretrial detention of a defen-

nied by a narrative that established “the

gic decisions about whether and how to

dant. Specifically, the Court assessed the

basis of the officer’s knowledge, rather

frame arguments that could compel the

state’s ability to proceed in a detention

than mere legal conclusions.”15 In sum,

production of live adverse witnesses dur-

hearing by proffer, without a live wit-

while rejecting a requirement for the

ing these critical, early stages of litigation.

ness, against the defendant’s claim of a

state to produce live witnesses at pretrial

countervailing right to meaningfully

detention hearings, the Court reaffirmed

confront the state’s evidence.

existing minimal standards for demon-

Background
Prior to Jan. 1, 2017, defendants had a

The Court observed that the state has

strating probable cause.

right to bail under the New Jersey State

always been permitted to establish prob-

Constitution.1 With the passage of the

able cause ex parte before a judicial offi-

CJRA, made possible by an accompany-

cer by merely presenting “the complaint

In Ingram, the Court observed that

ing constitutional amendment, that right

or an accompanying affidavit or deposi-

defendants maintain the ability to chal-

2

State v. Pinkston

was eliminated. Instead, under the new

tion,” without the need for an adversary

lenge the state’s proofs at detention hear-

regime, all defendants, unless charged

proceeding. The Court then extended

ings through “other means,” including,

with murder or a crime that carries a sen-

this rationale, holding that even where a

for example, presenting witnesses of their

tence of life imprisonment, are afforded a

defendant’s liberty interest is at stake,

own, and proffering additional informa-

presumption of release pending trial.3

the state is not required to produce live

tion. A year later, however, in State v.

Defendants charged with murder or

witnesses to establish probable cause.12

Pinkston, the Court held that while the

crimes that carry sentences of life impris-

Similar to the federal Bail Reform Act of

CJRA provides that defendants “shall be

onment are subject to a presumption of

1984,13 the Court observed the CJRA pro-

afforded an opportunity… to present wit-

detention,4 which may be rebutted by a

vides that a defendant may proceed in a

nesses,” that right is only conditional

preponderance of the evidence.5

detention hearing by proffer, but is silent

with respect to adverse witnesses.16

When the state seeks to detain an eli-

as to the government’s ability to do the

To warrant calling an adverse witness,

gible defendant under the CJRA,6 the

same. Nonetheless, drawing guidance

a defendant must first make a proffer as to

state must “prove[] by clear and con-

from federal interpretations of the Bail

how the adverse witness’s testimony

vincing evidence that no release condi-

Reform Act, the Court determined that

would tend to negate probable cause or

tions would reasonably assure the defen-

the Legislature’s silence should not serve

undermine the state’s evidence in support

dant’s appearance in court, the safety of

to bar the state from presenting proofs

of detention in a material way. In support

the community, or the integrity of the

by way of proffer, or obligate the state to

criminal justice process.”7 The rules of

present a live witness to establish proba-

evidence do not apply at the pretrial

ble cause in a detention hearing. The

detention hearing.8 If the state has not

Court furthermore revealed a practical

yet obtained an indictment at the time

concern about the fiscal and administra-

it moves for pretrial detention, it must

tive burden that would be associated

also establish probable cause that the

with a requirement for the state to pres-

defendant committed the predicate

ent a live witness at more than 10,000

offense. At a pretrial detention hearing,

detention hearings each year.14

9

defendants have the right to be repre-

While the Court rejected a blanket

sented by counsel, and are “afforded an

rule that would require the state to pro-

opportunity to testify, to present wit-

duce a live witness at detention hearings,

nesses, to cross-examine witnesses who

in reviewing the specific facts presented

NJSBA.COM
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of its narrow interpretation of defendants’

probable cause cannot be established by

rights to call adverse witnesses, the Court

an officer’s conclusory statements. Prob-

in the state’s position as the case progress-

cited the Bail Reform Act and the District

able cause must instead be supported by

es. For instance, if the state makes an offer

of Columbia’s statutory scheme upon

a narrative that contains factual details

to a detained defendant for a time-served

which the CJRA is partly based, both of

and establishes the basis of the officer’s

sentence, or presents a plea offer that

should also consider the impact of shifts

which contain identical language to the

knowledge. The electronic probable

would afford a defendant his or her free-

CJRA, and both of which have been con-

cause form that is required in each mat-

dom shortly upon acceptance, the

strued to only afford defendants a quali-

ter prompts the state witness to enter

defense should consider framing the plea

fied right to summon adverse witnesses at

this information. The officer’s entries

offer as a shift in the state’s position

While

should be reviewed for sufficiency as a

regarding detention. When the state indi-

matter of course.

cates through a plea offer that it would be

pretrial

detention

hearings.17

Pinkston does not provide significant
guidance as to what would constitute a

Assuming the sufficiency of the state’s

satisfied with an outcome that would put

sufficient defense proffer, it is clear that

affidavit, defendants should consider

the defendant ‘back on the street’ in short

“impeachment and ‘premature discovery’

what additional information may tend

order, the basis for further pretrial deten-

would be deemed insufficient reasons to

to negate probable cause or undermine

tion becomes questionable. The CJRA was

compel the appearance of adverse wit-

the state’s evidence in support of deten-

implemented to overhaul the coercive

nesses.”18 All told, while Ingram seemingly

tion in a material way. If such informa-

effects of unaffordable bail. All stakehold-

left open the defense’s ability to call an

tion may be drawn from an adverse wit-

ers agree that justice is not done when

adverse witness, Pinkston made this right

ness—for

defendants ‘plead out to get out.’ Accord-

conditional and based upon the sufficien-

statements made by the complainant—a

ingly, if a defendant declines a plea offer

cy of the defense proffer.

defense proffer may be successful, and

that, if accepted, would not have called

Potential Strategies

instance,

exculpatory

the state may be compelled to produce

for significant additional incarceration,

the adverse witness at the hearing.

the defendant’s continued pre-trial incar-

The state may proceed by proffer in
pretrial detention hearings, and probable

ceration arguably becomes punitive.
Defendants do not have true con-

Consider offering a defense witness.

cause is an exceedingly low bar for the

Offering a defense witness at a deten-

frontation rights in the pretrial deten-

state to meet. Nonetheless, defendants

tion hearing may be worthwhile under

tion setting under the CJRA. However,

should, under appropriate circumstances,

certain circumstances, but often may not

when the state moves for detention,

be prepared to challenge state submis-

be advisable. Depending on the purpose

defendants should test these and other

sions and encourage courts to exercise

and substance of a defense witness’s testi-

strategies in order to obtain live witness-

their discretion to demand more when

mony, there may be significant concerns

es within the confines of the law and in

pretrial liberty interests are at stake. In

about subjecting the witness to cross-

the interest of justice.

addition to the primary concern of

examination at this stage. Defense strate-

obtaining pretrial release, which is criti-

gy may be revealed without sufficient

cal to a defendant’s ability to assist in his

preparation or opportunity to investi-

Endnotes

or her own defense, the early ability to

gate. However, to the extent that a

1.

cross-examine a state witness may yield

defense witness is offered, the defense

sey Constitution provided: “All per-

Prior to amendment, the New Jer-

obvious benefits, such as determining

may argue that the court should place

sons shall, before conviction, be

whether a witness will appear, observing

more value on the testimony of the live

bailable by sufficient sureties,

the witness’s demeanor, and evaluating

witness than the state proffered evidence.

except for capital offences, when
the proof is evident or presumption

the substance of their testimony. Accordingly, when the state moves for deten-

Revisit detention in light of new

great.” N.J. Const. of 1844, art. I, ¶

tion, defense counsel should consider

information, or upon receipt of a

10.

employing the following tactics:

favorable plea offer.

2.

N.J.S.A. 2A:162-15 to -26.

If the state successfully moves for pre-

3.

N.J.S.A. 2A:162-18(b).

Challenge the state’s narrative in

trial detention, that decision may be

4.

N.J.S.A. 2A:162-19(b).

support of probable cause directly or by

reopened at a future date so the court may

5.

N.J.S.A. 2A:162-19(e)(2).

making a defense proffer for an

consider new material and evidence.

6.

Prosecutors may seek detention

adverse witness.
The Court in Ingram made clear that
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In addition to the discovery of new
material facts within the case, courts

when an eligible defendant is
charged with:
NJSBA.COM

(1) any crime of the first or second
degree enumerated under [N.J.S.A.

[N.J.S.A. 2C:25-19(a)]; or
(7) any other crime for which the pros-

2C:43-7.2(d)];

ecutor believes there is a serious risk

(2) any crime for which the eligible
defendant would be subject to an
ordinary or extended term of life

has been convicted of two or more
offenses under paragraph (1) or (2)

13. 18 U.S.C. §§ 3141-3156 (1990).
14. State v. Ingram, 230 N.J. 190, 212

ture 14 (Feb. 2018), https://www.

the community; or

njcourts.gov/courts/assets/criminal/

obstruct or attempt to obstruct

(4) any crime enumerated under [N.J.S.A.

(2017); Criminal Justice Reform
Report to the Governor and Legisla-

a danger to any other person or
(c) the eligible defendant will

of this subsection;

(2017) (citing R. 3:3-1(a); R. 3:4-1(b)).

(a) the eligible defendant will not
(b) the eligible defendant will pose

(3) any crime if the eligible defendant

12. State v. Ingram, 230 N.J. 190, 206

that:
appear in court as required;

imprisonment;

11. State v. Ingram, 230 N.J. 190 (2017).

justice, or threaten, injure, or

2017cjrannual.pdf (in fact, there
were approximately 14,000 hearings in the first year of bail reform).

2C:7-2(b)(2)] or crime involving

intimidate, or attempt to threat-

15. State v. Ingram, 230 N.J. 190, 214 (2017).

human trafficking pursuant to

en, injure or intimidate, a

16. State v. Pinkston, 233 N.J. 495 (2018).

[N.J.S.A. 2C:13-8] or [N.J.S.A. 52:17B-

prospective witness or juror.

17. Compare N.J.S.A. 2A:162-19(e)(1)

237 et al.] when the victim is a minor,
or the crime of endangering the wel-

N.J.S.A. 2A:162-19(a).
7.

fare of a child under N.J.S.A. 2C:24-4;
(5) any crime enumerated under

(2017).
8.

N.J.S.A. 2C:43-6(c);
(6) any crime or offense involving
domestic violence as defined in

State v. Ingram, 230 N.J. 190, 200-01

9.

with 18 U.S.C. sec 3142(f)(2)(B) and
D.C. Code sec 23-1322(d)(4).
18. State v. Stewart, 453 N.J. Super. 55

State v. Ingram, 230 N.J. 190, 202

(App. Div. 2018) (citing United States

(2017).

v. Edwards, 430 A.2d 1321, 1337-39

N.J.S.A. 2A:162-19(e)(2).

(D.C. 1981).

10. N.J.S.A. 2A:162-19(e)(1).
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Withholding Justice
The Importance of Discovery to
Pretrial Detention Hearings
by Elizabeth C. Jarit

I

n July 2017, the Hudson County Prosecutor’s Office sought to detain 18year-old Shaquan Hyppolite, alleging he committed a shooting. At the pre-

trial detention hearing, the prosecution orally proffered that, two months
after the crime, an eyewitness identified the defendant as the shooter.
Because the defendant was charged with murder—which triggered a presumption of detention—and due to the perceived strength of the state’s

uncontested proffer, the hearing was brief, consisting of only five transcript pages.
Hyppolite, who had never been previously charged with an indictable offense and
whose risk assessment scores were low,1 was ordered detained.2
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Unbeknownst to the defense, the
prosecution had withheld several pieces
of exculpatory evidence from the discovery provided prior to the hearing.
Contrary to the state’s proffer, the witness told the police on the night of the
shooting that he did not see who shot
the victim and could not identify the
perpetrator. Law enforcement also inter-

Though the Court in State v. Hyppolite reiterated the
importance of discovery to the success of criminal
justice reform, defendants will not be guaranteed fair
pretrial detention hearings unless all criminal justice
stakeholders make a conscious effort to take seriously
the discovery rules.

viewed two individuals who this witness
alleged were present with Hyppolite at
the scene. One provided an alibi. The

defendant has in promoting the search

dants with statutory rights, including

other, the police learned, was incarcerat-

for truth, pretrial discovery in criminal

the right to counsel, to testify, to call

ed at the time of the crime. Lastly, a sec-

trials has long received favorable treat-

witnesses, to cross-examine witnesses

ond witness provided a statement con-

ment in our state.”6 And as the United

who appear, and to present evidence by

tradicting the first witness’s account.

States Supreme Court noted, “disclosure,

proffer.11

Though the withheld evidence under-

rather than suppression, of relevant

In addition to these statutory rights,

mined the credibility and accuracy of

materials ordinarily promotes the prop-

defendants must have the necessary dis-

the state’s proffer, none of this informa-

er administration of criminal justice.”7

covery to rebut the state’s allegations,

tion was shared with the defense until

Yet applying these principles to the

which are often made by way of proffer

after return of the indictment, months

Criminal Justice Reform Act (CJRA) has

and rely on hearsay.12 Without a live wit-

after Hyppolite had been incarcerated.3

been contentious since the beginning of

ness, defendants cannot test the reliabil-

Defense counsel filed a motion to

the law’s implementation. Though the

ity or accuracy of the state’s evidence

release Hyppolite or, alternatively, to

Court in State v. Hyppolite reiterated the

through traditional means of cross-

reopen the detention hearing. That

importance of discovery to the success of

examination. Without adequate discov-

motion was denied. The trial court held

criminal justice reform, defendants will

ery, the prosecution may present its

that although the withheld evidence

not be guaranteed fair pretrial detention

selection of facts while simultaneously

was exculpatory, it “would not have had

hearings unless all criminal justice stake-

withholding evidence that undermines

the reasonable probability of changing

holders make a conscious effort to take

its case. Defendants would also be forced

the outcome of the probable cause

seriously the discovery rules.

to make uninformed decisions about

determination.”4

The

New

Jersey

Supreme Court reversed, holding that
because the evidence had a reasonable

whether to present their own mitigating

The Necessity of Discovery for
Detention Hearings

possibility that it could have changed the

Although the CJRA implemented a

detention decision, Hyppolite should

system relying primarily on pretrial

have a new hearing.5

release, prosecutors seek to detain nearly

In April of this year, Hyppolite was

half of all defendants arrested on a com-

tried before a jury. Following only 45

plaint warrant.8 Unlike under the bail-

minutes of deliberations, the jury found

based system, defendants detained pre-

him not guilty of all charges. Hyppolite,

trial do not have an opportunity for

who had been detained for almost two

release until either their charges are

years, was finally released.

resolved or the speedy trial clock runs.9

evidence, either through proffer, documentary evidence, or live testimony.

As a result, individuals who have yet to

The Meaningful Role of Discovery

be convicted of a crime may be incarcer-

The importance of discovery to

ated for years. Given this deprivation of

ensuring full and fair criminal proceed-

liberty, the United States Supreme Court

ings cannot be overstated. The New Jer-

demands that detention hearings be a

sey Supreme Court has repeatedly recog-

“full-blown adversary hearing” with

nized that due to “the meaningful role

“numerous procedural safeguards.”10

that the disclosure of evidence to a

The CJRA, therefore, provides defen-
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Such a process can threaten the truth-

point that it “directly negates the defen-

cution, defense, and trial court to ensure

seeking process, thus increasing the risk

dant’s guilt.”

defendants receive a fair process before

of incarcerating innocent people.

18

The Court looked to State v. Hogan19
and State v. Brady,

20

their liberty is deprived.

which govern the

Early Signs of Conflict Concerning
Discovery and Criminal Justice Reform

disclosure of exculpatory evidence post-

Even before the CJRA went into

The Hogan standard was deemed inap-

Though Hyppolite adopted a modified

grand jury and post-trial, respectively.

Duty to Disclose Exculpatory
Evidence to the Defense

effect, it was clear discovery would be

propriate because it only requires prose-

materiality standard relating to exculpa-

one of the central points of conflict

cutors to inform grand jurors of evi-

tory evidence, the court rule imposes a

between the prosecution and defense.

dence that negates the defendant’s guilt,

much broader obligation on the prose-

Because the act is silent regarding

focusing on probable cause.21 Detention

cutor. Simply stated, Rule 3:4-2(c)(2)(E)

whether discovery is required, criminal

hearings, in contrast, deal not just with

requires prosecutors to turn over “all

justice stakeholders were tasked to

probable cause, but also with whether

exculpatory evidence.” Thus, no materi-

develop rules from scratch. But when

conditions could be imposed to reason-

ality analysis should come into play

the Criminal Practice Committee met

ably assure the defendant’s appearance

when determining whether exculpatory

to recommend court rules for imple-

in court, protect the public, and prevent

evidence should be disclosed. Instead,

mentation of the CJRA, whether and

obstruction of justice. Brady, which

prosecutors must disclose any evidence

what discovery must be provided was a

mandates a new trial when evidence has

that is “favorable to an accused,”27

topic of great debate. It was, therefore,

a “reasonable probability” of impacting

including evidence that can be used for

not surprising that the first case heard

the outcome, likewise did not adequate-

impeachment.28

by the New Jersey Supreme Court con-

ly protect a defendant’s rights.

13

22

The

The rule requires discovery of all

cerning the CJRA—State v. Robinson—

Court explained that due to the “abbre-

exculpatory evidence in possession of

dealt with interpreting the scope of the

viated nature” of pretrial detention

the state, including law enforcement.29

new discovery rule.14 Despite this early

hearings, and because defendants may

Prosecutors should, therefore, make sure

conflict, there was no dispute that

make strategic choices at this early stage

they have obtained and reviewed all evi-

defendants must be provided with all

to not put forward mitigating evidence

dence in the possession of the police or

exculpatory evidence.

in light of the perceived strength of the

investigators as soon as possible so they

state’s proffer, it may be difficult for

can disclose exculpatory evidence to the

courts to accurately assess the materiali-

defense within 24 hours of the deten-

ty of the withheld evidence.

tion hearing.30 This may involve greater

The Hyppolite Rule
In State v. Hyppolite, the New Jersey

23

The Court instead adopted a “modi-

oversight of local police departments

mining the remedy for when the state

fied materiality standard” that requires

and the implementation of policies to

fails to provide exculpatory evidence to

judges to “examine whether there is a

ensure prompt transfer of all relevant

the defense prior to the detention hear-

reasonable possibility—not probabili-

evidence.

ing.15 Although the prosecution had ini-

ty—that the result of the hearing would

In determining whether a piece of

tially maintained that the evidence was

have been different had the evidence

evidence is exculpatory, prosecutors

not exculpatory and, therefore, no viola-

been disclosed.”24 The state bears the

should err on the side of disclosure.31

tion had occurred, by the time of oral

burden to show there is no reasonable

Because “the significance of an item of

argument the state conceded that the

possibility the withheld evidence would

evidence can seldom be predicted accu-

evidence should have been turned

have changed the outcome of the hear-

rately until the entire record is com-

over.16 The question of the case, there-

ing.25 Applying this standard to the facts

plete,” it may be difficult for prosecutors

fore, was what standard to apply to

at hand, the Court held there was a rea-

to evaluate the usefulness of the evi-

obtain a new detention hearing when

sonable possibility that had Hyppolite

dence to the defense prior to the hear-

exculpatory evidence is withheld. On

been provided the withheld exculpatory

ing.32 Recognizing this problem, the

one side of the spectrum, the defense

evidence, the outcome of his detention

manual for federal prosecutors cautions

argued that any exculpatory evidence

hearing would have been different.

that “prosecutors generally must take a

Supreme Court was faced with deter-

should trigger a new hearing regardless

26

Hyppolite thus reiterated the impor-

broad view of materiality and err on the

The state advocated

tance of discovery to pretrial detention

side of disclosing exculpatory and

for a heightened standard, requiring the

hearings while placing affirmative, dis-

impeaching evidence.”33

evidence be clearly exculpatory, to the

covery-related obligations on the prose-

of its materiality.

17

42
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mine for themselves whether evidence is
exculpatory based on a belief that the
evidence is unreliable or that other evidence is more trustworthy. As explained
by the Second Circuit: “[I]f there [are]
questions about the reliability of the
exculpatory information, it [is] the prerogative of the defendant and his counsel—and not the prosecution—to exercise judgment in determining whether

The weight of the evidence is a particularly important
factor when determining whether detention is
appropriate,because defendants should be released if
the state is not likely to prevail at trial. In other
words, incarcerating defendants where the evidence
against them is weak increases the risk of jailing
innocent people.

the defendant should make use of it. To
allow otherwise would be to appoint the
fox as henhouse guard.”34

detention is appropriate after considera-

dants only have a qualified right to call

By fully adhering to the discovery

tion of a number of enumerated factors,

an adverse witness, the motion brief

rules, prosecutors will not only protect

including the nature and circumstances

must “reveal a good-faith basis to believe

the rights of defendants, but will also

of the alleged offense and the weight of

that the witness will testify favorably to

help ensure finality in detention deci-

the evidence.38 The weight of the evi-

the accused on an issue that is both rele-

sions by limiting the risk that judges will

dence is a particularly important factor

vant and material to the decision

grant new hearings as exculpatory evi-

when determining whether detention is

whether to detain the defendant.”45

dence is incrementally disclosed.

appropriate,39 because defendants should

Defense counsel thus has the respon-

be released if the state is not likely to pre-

sibility to promptly and thoroughly

vail at trial. In other words, incarcerating

review each piece of evidence, move for

defendants where the evidence against

a new detention hearing when counsel

them is weak increases the risk of jailing

believes the Hyppolite standard is met,

innocent people.

and precisely describe the withheld evi-

Moving for a New Hearing Upon
Receipt of Exculpatory Evidence
Upon

receipt

of

any

evidence,

defense counsel should carefully review
the dates of all items to determine if any

The motion may also explain “how

exculpatory evidence was in the posses-

the defendant would have proffered

sion of the state at the time of the deten-

other information or presented different

tion hearing. If so, pursuant to Hyppolite,

arguments or counter-arguments had

counsel may move for a new detention

the exculpatory materials been disclosed

If a new hearing is granted, the trial

hearing.35 To make such a motion,

earlier.”40 Defendants can thus proffer

court “must again decide whether the

dence and how it would have made a
difference.

Making the Case at the New Hearing

“defendants should present a concise,

information concerning their family

State has presented clear and convinc-

specific statement about how the new

ties, employment, financial resources,

ing evidence to justify detention.”46

evidence could reasonably have affected

length of residence in the community,

Although both the prosecution and

the outcome.”36 Although the burden

and other connections to the area.41

defendant are permitted to rely on the

for the motion is on the state, defense

Again, any documentary evidence can

record made at the original detention

counsel should nonetheless articulate

be attached as an exhibit.

hearing,47 the defendant has all of the

precisely what evidence was withheld,

Finally, the motion may assert that

rights afforded at an initial pretrial

when the prosecution knew about this

defense counsel would have called a wit-

detention hearing, and the detention

evidence, and how it may have impact-

ness as permitted by the statute;42 would

decision must be made anew.48 If the

ed the hearing. If practical, counsel may

have asked to call an adverse witness; or

defendant is again ordered detained, it

want to attach the withheld evidence as

even that, in light of the withheld evi-

follows that any appeal from that order

an exhibit to the motion. Doing so will

dence, the trial court should have

may be brought as an expedited appeal

make the best record for any appeal.37

demanded the state produce a live wit-

as of right.49

The motion for a new hearing should

43

ness subject to cross-examination.

44

When evaluating whether the with-

not just address whether the evidence

Counsel should specifically describe

held evidence would or would not have

rebuts probable cause, since probable

what the witness would say and how this

had

cause is merely the threshold question.

information would have supported the

impacting the outcome, what may seem

Before ordering a person’s incarceration,

case for the defendant’s release. Notably,

like a small inconsistency in a vacuum

courts must also determine whether

concerning a state’s witness, since defen-

may be consequential when evaluated

NJSBA.COM

a

“reasonable

possibility”
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in context. For example, “[i]n some

cumstances, including when the prose-

instances, it might matter if a witness

cutor became aware of the withheld evi-

mitment by all parties to fulfill their dis-

placed the time of an event at precisely 2

dence, the apparent exculpatory value

covery-related obligations.

p.m. and later estimated the time at 2:05

of the evidence, and whether the prose-

p.m.; in other cases, the difference might

cutor disregarded any office policies. In

be nothing more than a minor discrep-

addition, the court might consider

Endnotes

ancy.”50 All parties must, therefore, assess

whether the prosecutor, or his or her

1.

the entirety of the presented evidence

office, has a pattern of discovery viola-
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PRACTICING LAWYERS SHOULD
KNOW WHEN PREPARING FOR
DETENTION HEARINGS UNDER
CRIMINAL JUSTICE REFORM

by Jack Furlong

Economists study all manner of human behavior to
discern patterns and try to predict outcomes. For
over 100 years, they have studied the law of
unintended consequences, from Vilfredo Pareto’s
optimal solutions1 to Richard Lipsey and Kelvin
Lancaster’s theory of the second best.2 In layman’s
terms, it’s the punched pillow effect: Hit one side
down and another part of the pillow fluffs up. So it
has been with bail reform.
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U

ntil

2017,

defen-

sion of federal pretrial detention policies

defendant would remain in jail pending

dants charged with

(holding federal defendants without bail

trial, because families would not have

crimes in New Jersey

pending trial), and elimination of parole

the resources to pay the bondsman’s

were presumed inno-

for a substantial number of crimes. The

$100,000 bond premium.

cent from arrest until

federal Violent Crime Control Act of

Once again, however, the other side

guilty plea or verdict.

1994 moved the needle on a national

of the pillow inflated. Bondsmen recog-

Absent a capital murder charge, they

level. In New Jersey, “crimes with bail

nized they would have to accept lower

could not be held without bail while

restrictions” virtually eliminated the 10

up-front premiums plus installment pay-

their cases progressed through the

percent option for most first- and sec-

ments (and assume higher risk) in order

courts. Pending trial, they could secure

ond-degree crimes, as well as a healthy

to maintain market share in an environ-

their release from custody in one of five

cohort of third-degree crimes.

ment where bail amounts increased dra-

4

5

ways: posting cash with the court (which

The law signaled entry to the bail

matically each year. In less than a

would be returned to the poster once the

bond industry, and soon multiple agen-

decade, two more bulges emerged: low-

case was concluded); posting 10 percent

cies opened shop in each county. Judges

level defendants lacking any resources,

of a fixed bond amount (which would be

stopped fixing 10 percent options on

left lingering in county jails for months

returned to the poster upon conclusion

more and more warrant complaints.

with few prospects for release, and fami-

of the case); posting real estate (where

They often ignored statutory limits for

lies of more seriously charged defen-

the court would place a lien on the prop-

low-level crimes.

Court clerks railed

dants, who had signed large promissory

erty equal to a fixed bond amount, with

about a sudden increase in real estate

notes akin to student loans that go on

the lien expiring upon conclusion of the

postings of houses of dubious value.

forever. Enter the next pillow punch.

case); being released on recognizance

This led to another legislative fix,

(ROR) (where a defendant provides a

imposing a host of conditions prior to

movement to redress perceived econom-

written promise to appear and pledges to

posting of real estate7 that made the

ic inequalities in pretrial release popula-

pay a fixed monetary amount should he

process a fool’s errand.

6

Undertaken as a kind of national

tions, foundations and theoreticians

or she fail to do so); or posting a bail

All of this drove increases in traffic to

bond equal to an amount fixed by the

bail bondsmen. Of the options open to a

criminal justice in favor of ‘pretrial

court. Defendants or their families could

defendant and his or her aggrieved fam-

release,’ ostensibly at no cost and driv-

purchase a bail bond from a licensed

ily, the bail bondsman promised the

en by data predicting likelihood of

bondsman, who promised to produce

fastest, most efficient mechanism for

appearance and commission of new

the defendant for trial or pay a penalty

getting a loved one out of jail quickly,

offenses better than judges. Courts

for failing to do so. Only the premium

often before he or she even got there.

make release decisions after reviewing a

paid to the bail bondsman (typically 10

Desk sergeants, working from fixed bail

robust dossier of criminal history and

percent of the face amount) was non-

schedules, would set bond amounts on

computer-modeled risk assessment. Ide-

refundable. While the presumption of

traffic

ally,

innocence remains, the right to bail

offenses, and certain contempt cases,

pending trial does not.

offenses,

disorderly

persons

have pushed bail bonds to the side of

low-level

offenders

without

resources will no longer sit in county

allowing defendants to either draw on

jails on de minimis violations, and large

Last century, the vast majority of per-

their own funds or call a bondsman.

swaths of urban populations will no

sons charged with crimes were released

Defendants could obtain their release

longer pledge millions of dollars in bail

pending trial. Until 1994, the 10 percent

directly from the station house.

premiums to an industry providing an

option was commonplace on all bond

Politics, policy, and personal preju-

amounts fixed by courts. ROR release

dice aside, suffice it to say the system

was the norm for low-level crimes and

frustrated law enforcement. Too many

This primer offers some insight to the

disorderly persons offenses. The bail

offenders were back on the streets too

dynamics of and preparation for a

bond industry had fallen into desuetude

quickly, committing too many new

detention hearing. Bail reform is more

for decades.3

crimes, avoiding punishment because of

about detaining defendants than releas-

urgently needed service to an arguably
vulnerable population.

In the early 1990s, a national get-

a backlog in trial lists. The next punch

ing them. Prosecutors and police are try-

tough-on-crime movement drove all

to the pillow? Increasing bond amounts

ing to keep arrestees in jail, while judges

manner of changes to criminal justice

with a view towards sub rosa detention

and pretrial services officers are, in the

laws, including the introduction of

orders: If courts raised a $100,000 no 10

view of some, too often willing to

mandatory minimum sentences, expan-

percent option to $1,000,000, surely the

accommodate them.
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So, before agreeing to handle a

ed integrity or accuracy, resulting in a

schedule.) A defendant arrested on a

prospective client’s first detention hear-

score from 1–6 on two scales, the first for

Wednesday might get a first appearance

ing, keep this list of responses to clients’

likelihood of appearance at future court

on a Friday afternoon, only to have

questions at the ready:

proceedings, and the second represent-

prosecutors file a detention motion an

Question 1: My father has just been

ing likelihood of new criminal activity. A

hour ahead of time. The statutory three-

arrested for assaulting my mother. He

low score means likely to show up for

day waiting period would place the

pushed her. She called the cops. He’s 70.

court and unlikely to commit a new

hearing on the following Wednesday.12

He needs his medication. Can I bail him

crime if released. The program makes a

out?

recommendation to release or to detain,

Question 6: Will he be released from
court when his hearing takes place?

Answer: Bail bonds are dead. Buried.

with a 1–1 typically resulting in a release

Answer: Not so fast. When he final-

Gone. Don’t spend 30 seconds asking

recommendation, while a 6–6 is certain

ly gets in front of a judge, either his

about getting a bail bond. As one deten-

to garner a ‘no release recommended.’10

lawyer or the prosecutor can ask for an

Question 4: Does my father get

adjournment as part of the bail reform

record more than once, “Do not mention

released as soon as the algorithm recom-

statute—three days for the state, five

bail bonds to me. It will not happen in

mends release?

days for the defense. When discovery

tion hearing judge told the author on the

this court.” Bail reform now means that

Answer: No. After 24-48 hours, he

(reports, videos, statements, etc.) is not

“[m]onetary bail may be set for an eligible

will be put in a small room at a county

ready, one or both sides will ask for extra

defendant only when it is determined

jail for video appearance before a

time. Until then, he sits. In some coun-

that no other conditions of release will

municipal judge, whose job it is to read

ties, prosecutors move for detention on

reasonably assure the eligible defendant’s

him the charges, tell him his rights, and

every domestic violence case, no matter

appearance in court when required.”8

hopefully explain what happens as soon

how trivial, and every gun case, no mat-

Courts simply find that if bail is needed to

as he is released. However, and this is

ter how attenuated the proofs, resulting

assure a defendant’s presence in court,

critical, if the prosecutor files a deten-

in continued detention for a week to 10

then the failure of ‘other conditions’ must

tion motion, your father will not be

days from the date of arrest with regular-

make him or her an unacceptable risk.

released. As long as prosecutors file

ity. Prosecutors depend on police to for-

Question 2: But does he have to go
to jail?

before a defendant is actually released,

ward reports. Asking for a three-day con-

he or she sits in jail until the detention

tinuance

to

obtain

discovery

is

Answer: Everyone locked up on a

motion is heard. In computing time for

commonplace, and defense counsel get-

warrant complaint goes directly to jail,

hearings, Saturdays, Sundays, and holi-

ting access to that discovery on the date

does not pass Go, and does not collect

days don’t count.

of hearing is also problematic, rendering

11

$200. This includes disorderly persons

Question 5: But he’s never been to

complaints for simple assault and other

jail. How long until that hearing takes

acts of domestic violence, and any other

place?

a second adjournment request by
defense counsel to get up to speed.
To recap, the statute provides for a

indictable charge the arresting officer

Answer: Detention motions are

maximum of two days for a first appear-

can get onto a ‘warrant’ as opposed to a

scheduled by case managers who are not

ance, followed by three days for a deten-

‘summons.’ Defendants charged by way

judges or lawyers. They schedule hear-

tion hearing, followed by another three

of a complaint warrant now “shall be

ings when time permits, but your father

days on the state’s adjournment request,

temporarily detained.”9

can find himself waiting up to a week to

followed by up to five days for defense

Question 3: What happens next?

get a hearing. Until then, he sits. Ideally,

counsel to prepare to meet the proofs.

Answer: A pretrial services officer

those hearings would take place at the

Weekends and holidays don’t count, so

compiles a kind of history for the defen-

first appearance, no more than 48 hours

depending on the date of arrest, two to

dant, including past arrests and convic-

after arrest. However, the prosecutor

three weeks to get a credible detention

tions, sentences received, number and

typically waits until moments before the

hearing is simply a fact of current life.13
Question 7: What happens before

list of statutes cited in the new criminal

first appearance to file the detention

complaint, and prior instances where the

motion, which triggers another three

defendant failed to appear in any court.

‘working days’ to get scheduled (‘work-

Answer: Before the hearing starts, the

The officer does not verify the accuracy

ing days’ is one of those anachronistic

judge will have reviewed the PSA score

of this information with the defendant

terms that excludes weekends and holi-

(pretrial services assessment), that untest-

or his or her lawyer. This data is entered

days, a vestige of an era when most busi-

ed algorithm that rates defendants from

into a program of unknown and untest-

nesses operated on a Monday-to-Friday

1-6 on risk they won’t show up for court
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the hearing?
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or will get picked up on a new charge if

order has been entered, so defendants

released pending trial. The document

should be prepared to wait it out in jail

son or the community, or that the eligi-

often has flaws. If a defendant has, say,

to give defense counsel his or her best

ble defendant will not obstruct or

protection of the safety of any other per-

unpaid fines on old traffic tickets from

shot. This is especially true if counsel

attempt to obstruct the criminal justice

Trenton Municipal Court (or Newark, or

plans to call a witness. Prosecutors

process.”16 In other words, defense

Camden, etc.), his or her failure-to-

invariably seek an adjournment as soon

motions to reopen have largely proved to

appear risk goes up. But if the defendant

as defense counsel announces an inten-

be a fool’s errand, because the limits on

never got notice of those failure to pay

tion to call witnesses, even if that

‘material bearing’ leave too much lati-

warrants, he or she might be able to chal-

announcement comes after the prosecu-

tude in the locker of judicial discretion.

lenge the accuracy of the data. Defense

tor begins his or her proofs. Under the

For example, the dismissal of older

counsel need to get the PSA, review it

circumstances, it should not be surpris-

charges that were pending at the time of

with clients, and run down documents to

ing that preparation for a detention

the initial detention hearing does not

challenge bad data. In one case where the

hearing can take several days, including

alter the PSA score, because the values

prior failure to appear took place when

time to serve subpoenas.

the defendant was a juvenile, rendering it
immediately suspect, it took defense

Question 8: Once the hearing actually gets underway, what can I expect?

counsel to challenge it. Another example

Answer: The burden of proof, intro-

were plugged in when the charges were
pending. Nothing in the rule or statute
entitles defendants to a re-scoring. To
repeat, a defendant gets one credible

from real cases: If a defendant is charged

duction of exhibits, proffers of counsel,

effort to obtain release, and his or her

with a crime involving a gun, her danger

and ‘decision making framework’ are all

lawyer has to get it right the first time.

to the community (public safety risk)

well documented and discussed in other

goes up, even if she is a passenger in her

articles companion to this article. Choice

To

return

to

the

punch-pillow

metaphor, then, is to view bail reform as

boyfriend’s car where the gun is found

of counsel may be important, but pres-

a work in progress. While it has decreased

under his seat and she disclaims prior

ence of family and friends may be more

overall jail populations as a permanent

knowledge of the weapon.

so. Judges want to see community sup-

proposition, it has actually increased the

port before releasing an eligible defen-

number of defendants who are at least

PSAs have all kinds of other variables
that cannot be controlled, including

dant over the objection of prosecutors.

temporarily detained pending detention
hearings, or even initial screenings. These

things like how old a defendant is

Question 9: What happens if my

(young people are considered more risky

father loses his detention motion and is

are not the defendants who were unable

than older people) or what they did

ordered detained?

to post $2,500 bonds in the pre-bail

when they were kids (people who have

Answer: He can appeal, and quickly.

reform days. These are people who have

been to state prison even 30 years ago

The court will advise him directly of his

homes and jobs and risk losing both

are considered more risky than folks

short window for filing an expedited

because they cannot report to work or

with no records, etc.). As a general rule,

appeal on special forms designed to

pay bills while detained.17

lawyers cannot challenge these scores,

afford prompt appellate review of the

It seems the simplest fix for defen-

or even ask how pretrial services officers

process. However, “[t]he eligible defen-

dants stuck in county jails unable to

got their numbers.

dant shall be detained pending the dis-

make modest bails on minor charges

position of the appeal.”15

would be to simply lower their bails. The

Discovery becomes critical to most
hearings, so getting access to it prior to
conduct of the hearing becomes a test of

Question 10: Can he ask for reconsideration of the detention order?

simplest fix to reduce exorbitant bail
amounts would be to fix lower amounts,

an attorney’s mettle. Appellate courts

Answer: In theory, yes. Both statute

reinstate the 10 percent program, or

have wrestled with how much discovery,

and court rule reflect a specific test for

both. Arguably the simplest fix to con-

a

reopening the determination at any time

cerns about defendants committing new

prosecutor needs to turn over before a

before trial, “if the court finds that infor-

crimes on bail would be to move their

including

Brady

information,

hearing. In most cases, thorough prepa-

mation exists that was not known to the

cases to trial faster than current funding

ration to challenge the police version of

prosecutor or the eligible defendant at

allows. There is no constitutional right

14

events at the detention hearing, inter-

the time of the hearing and that has a

to bail after a guilty verdict, when the

viewing and calling witnesses to testify if

material bearing on the issue of whether

cloak of presumed innocence has been

there are conditions of release that will

removed from a defendant’s shoulders.

There are few prospects for re-open-

reasonably assure the eligible defendant’s

The alternative remedy, detention pend-

ing a hearing after an initial detention

appearance in court when required, the

ing trial, can be viewed as challenging

necessary, all play a role in the process.
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every stakeholder in the criminal justice

tion involves changing other vari-

system.
Comparing criminal filings between

resources to have posted bond under

ables from their optimal values. R.

the old regime were by definition

G. Lipsey and Kelvin Lancaster, The

either non-indigent or related to

jurisdictions lends support to those who

Review of Economic Studies, Vol. 24,

someone who was. The anecdotal

argue the criminal courts are seriously

No. 1 (1956-1957), pp. 11-32

experience of virtually every mem-

understaffed and underfunded. New Jersey’s criminal justice system could ease

3.

(Oxford University Press).

ber of the private defense bar,

This history of bail options

repeatedly polled over the last two

its backlog by doubling the current num-

appeared in a comment by the

ber of criminal judges, prosecutors and

author and submitted to the Joint

years, has borne out this experience.
18. “Over the five years 2008-2012, New

public defenders to accommodate the

Committee on Criminal Justice,

Jersey saw felony criminal filings

current crush of criminal complaints. By

which invited comments from the

average between 102,000 and

way of one example, the United States

public prior to issuing its final

111,000 per year, with similar num-

District Court seats roughly seven times

report, available at https://www.

bers for disposition statewide. Drug

the number of judges nationwide to

njcourts.gov/pressrel/2014/FinalRe-

Policy Alliance/Luminosity Report, at 7

handle a slightly smaller case load than

port_3_20_2014.pdf. The com-

(citing New Jersey Administrative

the criminal docket of New Jersey.18

ments received have not been sepa-

Office of the Courts Court Manage-

rately published but are available

ment Statistics, 2012.) By compari-

The larger point for practitioners to
appreciate is the fluid legal and adminis-

via the Administrative Office of the

son, the entire federal court system

trative circumstances driving the deten-

Courts’ archive.

in all 50 states and territories,

tion process. Detention hearings are both

4.

P.L. 103-322.

processed (filings and dispositions)

the norm and the fulcrum in criminal

5.

N.J.S. 2A:162-12, et seq.

roughly 90,000-100,000 cases in the

defense. Every available resource should

6.

N.J.S. 2C:6-1 sets a cap of $2,500

same time frame. See, Administrative

bail for fourth-degree crimes and

Office of the United States Courts,

be brought to bear to avoid detention, as
courts continue to refine the process in
pursuit of constitutional order.
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defendant can bail out from the sta-

and Manual, 2014 ed., pp. 44-74. In

and Kelvin Lancaster theorized that

tion house. While the AOC has not

other words, for a slightly smaller

if one optimality condition in an

collected actual numbers for these

caseload, the United States govern-

economic model cannot be satis-

temporary detentions for a year-to-

ment funds seven times the number

fied, it is possible that the second-

year comparison, one can infer

of judges.” (Furlong, Rabner Com-

best solution (meeting as many of

inescapably that more defendants

mittee Comment, 5/19/14, p. 3).

the other conditions as possible)

have been subjected to at least tem-

Since this comment was prepared

might not result in the best solu-

porary detention. Further, those

both New Jersey and the federal

tion. Rather, the second-best solu-

with the financial or family
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POINT/COUNTERPOINT

CRIMINAL
JUSTICE
REFORM
by David V. Calviello
and Jessica A. Gomperts

NJSBA.COM

A TALE OF
TWO SYSTEMS
n Jan. 1, 2017, the landscape of criminal law in New
Jersey changed radically. A new constitutional
amendment was implemented;1 new statutes and
new court rules were applied; new acronyms peppered the language at every turn. More than two
years later, prosecutors and defense attorneys continue to wrestle with those changes, as the Judiciary engages in a
critical examination of such diverse topics as whether live witnesses
are required at a detention hearing (they are not),2 and whether a
defendant’s prior juvenile adjudications and probation violations are
relevant to a detention analysis (they are).3 Accompanying this
adjustment has been a common thread: the ongoing debate—sometimes simmering, sometimes raging—about criminal justice reform
(CJR)—its effectiveness, its efficiency, its success.
Now, more than two and a half years into CJR, is a perfect time
to reflect on a mere sampling of the pros and the cons of CJR. What
follows are the opinions of two career prosecutors who, incidentally, disagree about most of it. But first, the crucial caveat: The views
and opinions expressed below are solely those of the authors and
do not reflect the official policy or position of their employer or
professional associations.
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In Defense of
Criminal Justice Reform
by Jessica A. Gomperts

T

he two most radical changes brought about by CJR are accountability
and parity. The new system—a move from a resource-based system to
a risk-based analysis—provides police, prosecutors, and the courts the
tools with which to truly assess an individual defendant. Whereas
before, the crime with which a defendant was charged was the primary factor in setting bail, the new system allows for an in-depth

examination of the risk a particular defendant poses to society. Prior to Jan. 1, 2017,
it was verboten to argue at a bail hearing that a defendant had a particularly heinous
prior record or that the instant crime was particularly heinous itself. If a prosecutor
wanted to reference either of those factors, he or she was constrained to do so in the
context of the likelihood the defendant would fail to appear.4
The court rules and case law made very clear that a court, in setting bail, could

consider the details of the instant crime and a defendant’s criminal history, but only
insofar as those factors influenced the punishment he or she was facing, which, in
turn, affected his or her risk of flight.5 There was no consideration given to whether
a defendant would recidivate while on bail or whether a defendant would take affirmative steps, other than flight, to obstruct his or her prosecution. Any evaluation
of a defendant as an individual (e.g., employment history, ties to the community,
family, residence, etc.) was done through the prism of: Does the existence of those
JESSICA A. GOMPERTS is a career senior
assistant prosecutor in the Bergen County
Prosecutor’s Office and the chief of the
Domestic Violence Unit, as well as a
regular police instructor on domestic violence and arrest, search, and seizure. She
is also a trustee of the Bergen County Bar
Association.

factors make it more likely the defendant will return to court? Pre-Jan. 1, 2017, bail
hearings were devoid of any substantial examination of whether the defendant was
going to be a risk to the community if he or she was released, unmonitored, while
pending trial.6 At bail hearings, the courts constantly reminded prosecutors:
“Money bail may not be used to protect the community by preventing release.”7
Under the prior system, a defendant who could afford it would pay his or her bail
amount and not be required to have any further contact with the court system until
the arraignment date—sometimes up to a year or more from his or her date of
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release on bail. The only thing required

required to wear an electronic monitor-

maintains the option to seek to detain a

of a defendant under the prior system

ing bracelet that creates an exclusionary

defendant, even if the defendant was

was that he or she appear when sum-

zone around a victim’s home and place

originally released by the court on pre-

moned.

of employment. That is a massive

trial monitoring.10 It has proven to be a

enhancement to the protections afford-

far better system than the prior one of

accountable to the court. Eligible defen-

ed crime victims. Under the prior sys-

collecting money from a defendant and

dants (i.e., those defendants charged on

tem, a court could order the defendant

then hoping for the best while the case

a complaint warrant) are determined by

to have no contact with the victim, but

winds its way through grand jury, to

the court to be either too dangerous to

that was not monitored in any way.

arraignment, and eventually to trial.

be released and are thus detained pretri-

Now, if a defendant on an electronic

Pre-Jan. 1, 2017, defendants had the

al, or are released on varying degrees of

monitoring bracelet enters the exclusion

right to post bail—regardless of objec-

monitoring. There is a statutory pre-

zone, the police are notified immediate-

tive factors that showed they were a risk

sumption that a defendant will be

ly, in ‘real time,’ and respond to ensure

to public safety or a risk to the unob-

released pretrial, unless he or she is

the victim is safe.

structed administration of justice. There

Under CJR, however, the defendant is

charged with murder or a crime expos-

A court can order a defendant be

was nothing the state could do to ensure

ing him or her to a life sentence. Other

placed on home detention; set a curfew

that those defendants who posed a sig-

than that narrow class of cases, the bur-

for a defendant; prohibit a defendant

nificant risk to a victim, or to public

den is on the state to show, by clear and

from possessing firearms and other

safety in general, would be held in jail.

convincing evidence, that nothing short

weapons; and order a defendant to seek

That changed on Jan. 1, 2017.

8

Under the prior system, a defendant who could afford it would
pay his or her bail amount and not be required to have any
further contact with the court system until the arraignment
date—sometimes up to a year or more from his or her date of
release on bail. The only thing required of a defendant under
the prior system was that he or she appear when summoned.
of detention will reasonably assure the

(or maintain) employment. A court can

In 2017, 8,019 defendants were

defendant’s appearance, the safety of

also order that a defendant submit to

ordered detained pretrial (held ‘without

the victim (or the community in gener-

weekly drug testing; refrain from the

bail’); in 2018, 8,669 defendants were

al), or that the defendant will not

excessive use of alcohol; seek drug

held.11 Those defendants were detained

obstruct the criminal justice process.9 If

and/or alcohol treatment; undergo med-

because the court determined, after

the state fails to meet its burden, the

ical, psychological, or psychiatric treat-

objectively weighing risk factors directly

defendant is released. Those released

ment; or seek (or maintain) educational

related to the danger the particular

may have to report, for example, to a

opportunities. CJR forces the court to

defendant posed, that detention of the

pretrial services officer in person twice a

examine each defendant and order con-

defendant was necessary to reasonably

month and by phone twice a month.

ditions specific to the risk factors posed

assure his or her appearance in court

That may seem paltry, but examine it in

by each particular defendant. One size

when required, reasonably assure the

light of the old system; it means four

no longer must fit all.

protection of the community or a vic-

more contacts with the court, per

Importantly, there are consequences

tim, and/or reasonably assure the defen-

month, while the defendant is awaiting

to a defendant’s violation of any court-

dant would not attempt to or actually

trial than he or she would have had

imposed conditions. Most times, pretrial

obstruct the criminal justice process.12

under the prior system.

services will file a monitoring violation

The risk factors a court considers in

Moreover, the conditions a court may

and the defendant will be brought

that analysis include the nature and cir-

impose on a defendant are diverse and

before the court to answer for that viola-

cumstances of the offense charged; the

wide-ranging. A defendant can be

tion. Furthermore, the state always

weight of the evidence against the
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converting to a risk-based system. Under

statutorily eliminated cash bail entirely

past conduct, history of drug and alco-

the prior system, defendants without

as an available condition of pretrial

hol abuse, criminal history and record

resources sat in jail; those with resources

release.15 In 2018 alone, there were 622

defendant; the defendant’s character,

concerning failure to appear at past

went free. That a system of monetary

bills introduced in state legislatures

court proceedings; the nature and seri-

bail is antiquated and produces more

addressing pretrial release, monetary

ousness of danger that would be posed

severe consequences for poorer defen-

bail, and risk-based systems of release.16

by the defendant’s release; the nature

dants is beyond debate. It is also past

and seriousness of the risk the defen-

disputing

fewer

with money to purchase his or her free-

dant may try to obstruct the process if

resources suffer the most from being

dom, and await trial from the comfort of

that

those

with

A system that allows a defendant

he or she is released; and any recom-

held pretrial. Scant and desperately

home, regardless of the actual risk he or

mendation by pretrial services, which

needed jobs are lost; defendants take

she poses to the community or the sys-

makes its recommendation based on a

plea deals they would not otherwise

tem, while a defendant who has no

risk assessment instrument, which is

accept merely to gain release; defen-

resources, but poses little or no risk at all

standardized, based on national empiri-

dants who would benefit the most from

remains in custody, makes little sense.

cal data, and has been validated for use

the stability of continuing in their hous-

Instead, the focus under CJR is exactly

in New Jersey.

ing, treatment program, or counseling

where it should be: making sure defen-

If the state files for detention, the

are interrupted. The intrinsic issues with

dants who pose the greatest risk to vic-

13

courts are now required to engage in a

a resource-based system have been wide-

tims, the greatest risk to the community,

searching, objective analysis of each

ly acknowledged, and a national move-

who are the most dangerous, the most

individual defendant and consider if he

ment to eliminate monetary bail is well

likely to reoffend, the most likely to flee,

or she will endanger the safety of the

underway.

and the most likely to obstruct the crim-

victim or the community, or will

New Jersey is among 14 other states,

inal justice process, are held in jail while

obstruct the criminal justice process by

as well as the District of Columbia, and

they await trial. The system under

tampering with a witness. For that, the

the federal court system, that authorize,

which wealthy equates to free and poor

public is safer.

incentivize, or require a risk assessment

equates to jailed has rightly been

Criminal justice reform also seeks to

tool to be utilized in lieu of monetary

replaced by one in which dangerous

achieve parity between defendants by

bail.14 Both California and Alaska have

equates to detained.
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Criminal Justice Reform:
Did the Voters Get
Hoodwinked?
by David V. Calviello

t appears New Jersey voters ended up with an outcome far afield from the one

I

they envisioned at the polls in 2014, when they voted to eliminate the consti-

tutional right to bail for defendants. A seemingly pro-public safety initiative,
and touted as a non-partisan measure by the Legislature,17 voters were asked:
“Do you approve amending the constitution to allow a court to order pretrial

detention of a person in a criminal case?”18 Of course they did; and the consti-

tutional amendment passed overwhelmingly.19 Nearly two out of three voters
wholeheartedly supported the idea of locking up offenders without bail. However,
the enabling legislation and a series of subsequent court rules and cases reveal that
voters got way more than they bargained for at the polls.
There was nothing in the ballot question about reforming the criminal justice system in New Jersey, let alone balancing inequities among defendants.20 The amend-

ment simply eliminated the constitutional right to bail. However, the legislative
committee created to implement bail reform instead took the opportunity to replace
the bail system with a release-based system.21 That committee, made up of public
defenders, judges, civil rights lawyers, law professors, and prosecutors, designed a
system that presumes release for nearly every offender after arrest.22
Bail reform was quickly rebranded as ‘criminal justice reform’ and publicized as
‘fairer’ than the bail system, which in some ways it is.23 Civil rights lawyers continue
to claim victory and make statements like this one about CJR: “The new system
begins with the assumption that innocent people should not be in jail.”24 But wait,
didn’t voters say otherwise when they voted for a system that detained offenders

DAVID V. CALVIELLO is a career senior
assistant prosecutor in the Bergen County
Prosecutor’s Office and the chief of the
trial section, which handles the majority
of criminal prosecutions in Bergen County. He is also the president of the Assistant Prosecutors’ Association of New Jersey, which is a statewide organization
committed to advancing the needs and
interests of New Jersey’s assistant county
prosecutors.

without bail? How did it turn into a release until proven guilty system?
Now, over two years in, CJR’s most questioned accomplishment is that the overNJSBA.COM
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whelming majority of offenders arrested

ed today continues to have their cases

over, after losing a detention battle,

are immediately released to the streets,

routinely downgraded, which is another

prosecutors have little recourse in filing

whereas under the bail system many

unintended collateral consequence of

an appeal because the court’s decision is

more would be detained pretrial. Among

the new catch-and-release system creat-

reviewed under an abuse of discretion

those released offenders are recidivist

ed by CJR.26

standard, and thus difficult to success-

and dangerous criminals, including the

Working in a justice system where

fully upend.31 Therefore, despite the

mentally ill and/or drug-addicted. Their

release is presumed for the vast majority

constitutional amendment authorizing

cases will eventually be tried; however,

of offenders most concerns critics of

detention without bail, CJR itself is

they must take a backseat while courts

CJR. The risks posed to the community

weighted against detention. Without

wrestle with the new priority matters—

by this ever-growing group of offenders

further change to the system, prosecu-

speedy trial cases—involving the rela-

cannot be understated. And, relying on

tors are unlikely to better their success

tively small number of detained defen-

prosecutors to file motions in order to

rate in the detention motions they file.

dants. And, while released offenders

detain certain offenders has done little

So yes, the author would say that is not

await their trial on pretrial monitoring

to allay those concerns, as nearly half of

what the voters envisioned in 2014.

(as do their victims), they actually

the motions are denied by the courts.27

CJR Fosters Parity: But is the Cure
Worse Than the Disease?

receive little supervision and few, if any,

Winning detention motions has

support services (e.g., mental health

proven to be unnecessarily difficult and

counseling, drug or alcohol treatment,

time consuming under the current

The portion of this article in support

etc.), which are offered in the county jail

detention framework. First, release is

of CJR and the equality it seeks to

Many released offenders pose greater risks to the community
unless they receive intensive supervision, in-patient drug
treatment, and/or psychological care, which is not readily
available to them upon their release back to the street.
Compounding this is the staggering opioid epidemic in the
state, which coincided with the unveiling of CJR.
system. Instead, the ever-growing popu-

presumed for all defendants except for

achieve correctly points out that by

lation of released offenders is now part

those few charged with murder or facing

eliminating cash bail in most cases, CJR

of the new ‘catch-and-release’ system of

life in prison.28 Next, detention can only

creates more parity among arrestees, and

justice, which is a prominent feature of

be granted when every other alternative

doesn’t discriminate against the poor.32

CJR. This is how it works: Victims report

release measure is judicially deemed to be

Of course, anytime money becomes a

crimes, police arrest offenders, and

inadequate, and prosecutors have to

factor, inequities result. Of course, the

courts release them back to the commu-

meet a high burden of proof—by clear

monetary bail system disproportionate-

nity, usually within 48 hours.25

and convincing evidence—that a defen-

ly impacted poor defendants. Make no

Many released offenders pose greater

dant will flee, harm, reoffend, or other-

mistake, few celebrated seeing wealthy

risks to the community unless they

wise obstruct the justice system if

offenders, especially drug dealers, pay

receive intensive supervision, in-patient

released.

That has turned detention

their way out of jail. Nevertheless, out-

drug treatment, and/or psychological

hearings into lengthy mini-trials, which

side of the realm of bail reform, CJR has

care, which is not readily available to

also expose the state’s witness to cross-

done little to cure other financial

them upon their release back to the

examination, usually just days after a

inequities among defendants in the

street. Compounding this is the stagger-

complaint is signed.

criminal justice system. That, of course,

27

29

ing opioid epidemic in the state, which

Compounding all of that is the pub-

coincided with the unveiling of CJR.

lic safety assessment (PSA), which rec-

inequity really the harm CJR advocates

Bad timing? You bet. The growing popu-

ommends release for the overwhelming

were attempting to cure?33 Or, was CJR

lation of drug-addicted offenders arrest-

majority of eligible defendants.30 More-

really more about insuring fewer ‘inno-
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cent until proven guilty’ people were
behind bars?34

or fleeing. And electronic monitoring

tem is a top priority for the courts and

bracelets are only available in cases

prosecutors. When prosecutors move for

There is no dispute that under the

involving victims and defendants who

detention, they dedicate extraordinary

prior system, many defendants, includ-

live in state. Where they are available,

resources to ensure the case is ready to

ing indigent defendants, could not

they provide victims with a somewhat

be tried. Their biggest concern is seeing

make low bails. However, that does not

false sense of security, since bracelets

a defendant released due to the state’s

necessarily mean those bails were any

cannot insure victims’ safety.38 Moreover,

inability to proceed to trial. Also, plea

less warranted. It is unclear how many

recalcitrant offenders are not deterred by

offers in speedy trial cases tend to be less

of those low-bail offenders were also

pretrial service monitoring, especially

favorable for defendants because those

recidivists, and/or accrued multiple war-

since few violators are subsequently

cases are more serious and stronger for

rants for failing to appear in court. It is

detained.39 Pretrial violation hearings

the state. Consequently, there have been

also unclear how many other defen-

similarly operate like a ‘catch and

instances of speedy trials being anything

dants were locked up on municipal war-

release’ system. Whatever added value

but speedy as many defendants contin-

rants for failing to appear on (traffic)

pretrial monitoring offers, it cannot

ue to seek to delay their trials just as

summonses, which are not affected by

ameliorate the far greater risks CJR poses

they did in the prior system. Courts are

35

CJR. Those are just some of the reasons

to the community by having so many

now starting to see detention cases from

why bail, even a nominal bail, might

more offenders immediately released to

early 2017 that still have not been

have been imposed on a seemingly

the street following their arrest.

tried—over two years later.43

Speedy Trials? Not So Fast...

CJR: The Stacked Deck Favors Release

undeserving group of offenders. Also, it
was a judge who set those bails, presumably after assessing each offender’s risk

Speedy trial has become a bit of a

of flight. Nevertheless, CJR essentially

misnomer under CJR. CJR created a

reliance placed on a computer-generat-

eliminated

right to a speedy trial for detained

ed result—the PSA—that statistically

bail,

and

consequently

Today, under CJR, there’s undue

brought about more parity among

defendants, which in theory should take

favors release over detention for the

defendants seeking release. But hasn’t

place within six months (180 days) of

vast majority of offenders. Under the

the cure (mass pretrial release) gone far

indictment.40 However, practice has

current law, every arrestee, even a first-

beyond that needed to treat the disease

shown that the last thing detained

time violent offender, is presumed to be

(parity among offenders)?

defendants want is a speedy trial, which

released, unless he or she is charged

Clearly, given the large number of

often results in an even faster trip to

with murder or facing life imprison-

offenders who are no longer being

state prison. The defense practice of

ment, which is rare.44

detained under CJR, its impact is not

delaying trial continues to be an all-too-

Although it is meant to be just one

limited to indigent defendants. Indeed,

frequent phenomenon in the criminal

factor among many in the release deci-

in referring to the success of CJR, the

justice system in New Jersey, which CJR

sion-making rubric,45 experience has

American Civil Liberties Union of New

has not corrected. Detained defendants,

shown that the detention analysis is

Jersey (ACLU-NJ), which participated in

like their predecessor jailed defendants

driven by a defendant’s PSA score. Unless

the reform process, claims it is a “victory

in the bail system, continue to seek to

the PSA recommends detention over

for civil rights” on its website, highlight-

adjourn their trials at a similar rate.

release, the state has an uphill battle to

ing that “1,455 fewer innocent-until-

Indeed, as of this writing, no releases

convince the judge detention is warrant-

proven-guilty people are behind bars.”36

have been reported due to the state’s

ed. That score, based upon a statistical

So, CJR involved more than providing an

inability to proceed to trial.

Instead,

algorithm, takes into consideration

equal playing field among offenders

both sides appear to have taken advan-

things like the defendant’s charges, age,

from different economic backgrounds, it

tage of the ability to seek excludable

prior offenses, and any history of failure

was also about reducing jail populations.

time, and courts, eager to ease the pres-

to appear.46 Its creators say the objective

41

CJR proponents also tout the benefits

sure of a growing speedy trial docket,

score is statistically accurate and the best

of the pretrial monitoring program, sug-

grant those requests.42 Thus, CJR has not

predictor of future behavior.47

gesting it makes defendants more

changed the mindset among those who

accountable. In theory, courts now do

prefer a less-than-speedy trial.

However, the PSA doesn’t take into
account vital subjective factors about

have a better idea of where defendants

CJR has caused defendants and their

the defendant: his or her gang involve-

are.37 However, monitoring doesn’t stop

attorneys to realize that moving speedy

ment; history of mental illness; depend-

them from reoffending, harming others,

trial (detention) cases through the sys-

ency on drugs or alcohol; homelessness
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or unemployment; or if he or she is the

tages under the old system, which

trial offenders was 9,137.60 In 2016, as

subject of deportation or removal pro-

resulted in more pretrial incarcerations

CJR pilot programs started to take shape,

due to higher bails.

the pretrial jail population dropped over

ceedings.

48

Notably, the PSA does not

take into account the strength of the

Yet today’s PSA score does not consid-

12 percent to 7,217. During the first year

state’s case, either. Of course, those are

er any of those factors.54 Even though

of CJR, 2017, the jail population

critical factors that directly impact the

those factors should be considered by

dropped even more, to 5,905.61 Last year,

likelihood of the defendant fleeing or

the court during the detention hearing

that number continued to plummet,

reoffending. Yet, prosecutors have little

per court rule, they are dwarfed by com-

flattening out at 5,124 pretrial detainees

success in challenging the PSA’s accura-

parison to the significant weight CJR

at the end of 2018, for a total overall

cy by pointing out those flaws to the

has placed upon the PSA recommenda-

decrease of 43.9 percent since 2015.62 It’s

court hearing its detention motion. So,

55

tion, which seems to drive the analysis.

obvious the effects of CJR have gone far

it should come as no surprise that the

In sum, it’s tough to argue by clear and

beyond parity and fairness among

vast majority of PSA scores recommend

convincing evidence that detention is

offenders. Noticeably, CJR is clearing the

releasing the defendant. Indeed, of the

warranted when the PSA says releasing a

pretrial jail population. With over 4,000

87,862 eligible offenders between 2017

defendant with conditions will suffice.

more offenders on the street today as

and 2018 for whom PSA scores were

Again, those are reasons why prosecu-

compared to 2015, it is no wonder some

generated, initial decisions recommend-

tors end up losing nearly half of their

refer to CJR as the proverbial ‘get out jail

ed release in nearly 70,000 of them.

detention motions and why more

free card’ for New Jersey’s offenders.

49

50

It’s as if prosecutors begin most

offenders are released than ever before.

There’s Still Time to Right the CJR Ship

detention hearings with one hand tied
behind their back. Defense attorneys,

CJR Was an Over-Correction

No one’s advocating a return to the

often aided by favorable PSA release rec-

CJR is an over-correction to an aged

bail system. However, what started as a

ommendations, have a clear advantage

bail system. The statistics speak for

popular amendment to detain offenders

at today’s detention hearings and easily

themselves. In 2018, there were 44,383

pretrial, ended with a costly bureaucratic

persuade judges to release their clients,

eligible defendants, of whom only 8,669

system that substantially favors release

51

which judges do a majority of the time.

(19.5 percent) were detained. Yet, pros-

over detention. Had voters been told

Consequently, prosecutors lose more

ecutors initially determined that nearly

they would foot the bill for CJR, there is

detention motions then they win,

half of those defendants (21,749 or 49

little doubt it would have failed over-

which is a discouraging state of affairs to

percent) should have been detained,

whelmingly.63 Critics of CJR have good

operate within.52

56

and filed detention motions on those

reason to be concerned by the direction

This was not the case under the bail

cases.57 Thereafter, a little more than 20

things have gone. CJR is a classic exam-

system. There, the Administrative Office

percent (4,819) of those motions were

ple of an over-correction. But there’s still

of the Courts (AOC) established guide-

withdrawn or dismissed.58 However, of

time to curb this and right the ship.

lines for judges to set bail amounts

the remaining motions (16,930), courts

Because preventative detention is now

based upon the objective nature and

only granted detention in 51.2 percent

constitutional, CJR critics want to see

degree of the charges. Judges were also

(8,669) of them, and denied nearly half

more of it, especially for serious and

permitted to consider the offender’s sub-

of them (8,261 or 48.8 percent).59 Think

recidivist offenders. It’s about time the

jective traits. Practitioners battled over

of the extraordinary amount of time

pendulum swung back, bringing more

the so-called Johnson factors, which were

wasted in court—16,930 detention

balance to detention hearings. What

53

relevant to the defendant’s risk of flight

motions in 2018—where prosecutors

about reconsidering the reliance on the

(e.g., nature of the crime, proofs, likeli-

argued to keep offenders off the street

PSA scoring rubric and making it truly

hood of conviction, prior record of

and detained until trial, only to lose

advisory-only; just one of the many fac-

offenses and failures to appear in court,

nearly 8,000 of them. That is nearly one

tors that go into the detention analysis?

defendant’s ties to the community, his

out of every two detention motions, and

What about arming detention judges

or her lack of employment or residence,

likely hardly what the voters envisioned

with more discretion to make independ-

his or her immigration status, etc.).

in 2014.

ent release decisions based upon subjec-

There were no presumptions of release;

Another thing is clear after two years

tive criteria like they did under the prior

just a bail schedule based upon the

of CJR: It resulted in the mass emptying

bail system? Courts should be permitted

nature and degree of crimes. There is no

of the county jails. In 2015, the

to vigilantly balance the interests of the

question prosecutors enjoyed advan-

statewide county jail population of pre-

offender with those of the court system
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and the community’s safety, but first the
statutory framework needs to change.
The presumption of release should be

found to be in non-compliance

authorizes the legislature to pass

with his release conditions.

laws concerning pretrial release and

11. 2018 Report to the Governor and

pretrial detention. The amendment

limited to low-level offenders and less

the Legislature, Glenn A. Grant,

would take effect on January 1,

serious crimes. Overbroad presumptions

J.A.D., acting administrative direc-

2017 to allow any new laws to be

of release serve to incentivize rather

tor of the courts, Chart E, Compari-

enacted and their requirements to

than deter today’s offenders. The pre-

son of Initial Release Decisions for

be established.”

sumption of detention should include

Criminal Justice Reform Eligible

additional serious offenders and offens-

Defendants and Detention Motions

the bail reform ballot question. A

es; it should apply to all first-degree

Granted, Denied, Withdrawn or

total of 891,373 voted “yes”;

crimes and No Early Release Act (NERA)

Dismissed Jan. 1–Dec. 31, 2017,

550,698 voted “no.” Ibid.

offenses.
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Finally, the author believes

and Jan. 1–Dec. 31, 2018.

19. Ibid. 60 percent of voters approved

20. Leading up to the 2014 mid-term

the pretrial monitoring program needs

12. N.J.S.A. 2A:162-20.

more teeth. Electronic monitoring needs

13. Ibid.

media coverage highlighting sup-

to be widely available for all offenders

14. Amber Widgery, California is Latest

port of bail reform and the need to

election, there was some news

with a PML score of three, not just those

State to Change Bail, available at

reduce the disproportionate effects

cases involving victims. Also, violators

http://www.ncsl.org/blog/2018/08/

bail had on indigent offenders.

should be met with more stern conse-

29/california-is-latest-state-to-

quences, including detention.

change-bail.

Those changes will go a long way to

15. Ibid.; Bryce Covert, This Deep Red

21. ACLU-NJ, The Facts: Bail Reform.
Comprehensive bail reform in New
Jersey requires a “Yes” vote on Bal-

lessen the impact catch-and-release

State Just Ended Cash Bail, avail-

lot Question 1, available at

justice is having, and perhaps return

able at https://theappeal.org/alaska-

https://www.aclu-nj.org/files/5414/

fewer offenders to the street following

ends-its-reliance-on-money-bail.

1443/5981/FSBallotQ1.pdf. (“In

arrest. Without more change, prosecu-

16. Widgery, supra.

August, the Legislature passed and

tors will continue to fight losing deten-

17. Stuart Rabner, Opinion, Chief jus-

Governor Christie signed historic

tion battles.

tice: Bail reform puts N.J. at the

legislation that will lead to the

forefront of fairness, Star Ledger,

release of thousands of people each

Jan. 9, 2017, available at https://

year who are being detained under
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CJR’s warrant approval procedure
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COMMENTARY

One Reform Down;
One to Go
by Joseph Krakora

B

ack in the spring of 2013, it was clear to this author that New Jersey’s criminal justice system suffered from two fundamental problems that required attention. Those problems were a discriminatory
monetary bail system and the lack of any meaningful speedy trial
protection for individuals accused of crimes. With respect to the
first, a snapshot of the county jail population in New Jersey taken

by the Drug Policy Alliance in Oct. 2012 revealed that approximately 1,700 individuals were locked up awaiting trial solely because they could not post bail of $2,500
or less. With respect to the second, defendants routinely sat in jail for two to three
years, and sometimes more, waiting for a trial.
The New Jersey Office of the Public Defender (NJOPD) presented its concerns
over these issues to Chief Justice Stuart Rabner, and asked him to consider the formation of a Supreme Court special committee. Shortly thereafter, he formed the
Joint Committee on Criminal Justice. The work of that committee, with the support
of the Judiciary and, ultimately, the work of the Legislature, resulted in the enact-

JOSEPH KRAKORA has served as the public defender for the state of New Jersey
since 2011. Over the years, he has been
instrumental in the agency’s efforts to end
the death penalty, redefine the law of eyewitness identification, and reform the
state’s system of pretrial release. He is a
graduate of Princeton University and Cornell University Law School.

ment and implementation of New Jersey’s criminal justice reform (CJR).
Over the past 50 years, New Jersey has seen important reforms in its criminal justice system, ranging from abolition of the death penalty to the fight against racial
profiling to the revamping of the jury selection process to the reshaping of the law
pertaining to eyewitness identification. From the author’s perspective, CJR, however, ranks as the single most important reform in New Jersey history. By eliminating
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the discriminatory system of monetary
bail and providing speedy trial protections for defendants ordered to pretrial
detention, CJR has led to New Jersey
being the only state in the country to
receive an A rating by the Pretrial Justice
Institute.
Having transformed the ‘front end’ of
the criminal justice system by creating a

By eliminating the discriminatory system of
monetary bail and providing speedy trial
protections for defendants ordered to pretrial
detention, CJR has led to New Jersey being the
only state in the country to receive an A rating
by the Pretrial Justice Institute.

fairer and safer process for determining
whether

individuals

charged

with

crimes should be incarcerated before

charges—even minimal and moderate

sion to consider racial and ethnic dispar-

trial though presumed innocent, the

ones—that indigent defendants cannot

ities in the current criminal justice

author believes it is now time to fix the

make. This led almost inevitably to the

process. The statute also specifically

‘back end’ by reforming a sentencing

so-called ‘time served’ plea as the only

directs the commission to consider the

structure

overly

realistic way for those defendants to get

appropriateness of mandatory sentenc-

offense-based and has resulted in racial

that

has

become

out of jail. A choice between pleading

ing as it currently exists. The commis-

and economic disparities.

guilty to get out of jail or waiting

sion is in the process of identifying the

CJR was, in large part, the result of a

months and months, if not longer, to

most important areas it should be

consensus among all stakeholders in the

get a trial and an uncertain outcome

reviewing and will then make recom-

system, including law enforcement

does not actually qualify as much of a

mendations regarding reform.

(prosecutors, police and corrections),

choice. For law enforcement, a risk-

There are several areas of the current

the defense bar, and all three branches

based system legitimizes preventive

sentencing law the author believes

of government, that shifting from a

detention without bail for those defen-

require reform. First, the author views

resource-based to a risk-based system of

dants who are deemed dangerous and

the sentencing scheme for drug offenses

pretrial release was the right thing to do.

pose a threat to public safety. And, final-

as unfair, discriminatory and out of

On one hand, no one can legitimately

ly, there can be no legitimate argument

touch with what is known about the

defend a system in which one’s ability to

against a legal mechanism to protect a

failed war on drugs. One recommended

get out of jail while waiting for trial

defendant’s right to a speedy trial as well

step is to repeal the 1,000-foot school

depends on wealth or lack thereof. On

as a victim’s right to have his or her case

zone law, which calls for a mandatory

the other hand, although many defense

heard in a timely manner.

term of three years without parole for

attorneys were and are resistant to pre-

The author believes the time has

everyone convicted under it, regardless

ventive detention, it is hard to argue

come for New Jersey to step back and

of the amount of drugs, the defendant’s

that an assessment of a defendant’s dan-

reassess its sentencing laws in the same

prior history, the time of day, or the

gerousness should not play a role in pre-

way the system of pretrial release and

presence of children. The law discrimi-

trial release decision-making. After all,

speedy trial was reassessed; according to

nates against citizens in urban areas—

protection of public safety is a key

a 2016 study published by the Sentenc-

predominantly people of color—given

aspect of the criminal justice system.

ing Project, New Jersey’s prison popula-

that there are very few places in urban

Once consideration of dangerousness is

tion had the highest level of racial dis-

centers that are not within 1,000 feet of

deemed to be an appropriate factor,

parity of any state in the country. The

some type of school. In addition, the

monetary bail is no longer intellectually

author views the recently constituted

author believes there are several other

defensible, as there is no correlation

Criminal Sentencing and Disposition

mandatory minimum sentences applica-

between wealth and dangerousness.

Commission as a first step. The commis-

ble to drug offenses that need to be

One can be a billionaire and a serial

sion was created by statute in 2009, but

replaced by a system that gives judges

killer; they are not mutually exclusive.

Governor Phil Murphy put it to work for

more discretion to fashion appropriate

In other words, there are components

the first time in 2018. It is charged with

sentences for drug offenders.

of a risk-based system that all stakehold-

reviewing the sentencing system with

Given the enormity of the opioid cri-

ers can embrace. For public defenders,

an eye towards making recommenda-

sis in New Jersey, the need to reform

CJR largely put an end to the practice of

tions for reform to the Legislature. Lan-

drug laws takes on a greater urgency.

setting

guage in the statute directs the commis-

Substantial numbers of defendants in

NJSBA.COM

bails

on

relatively

minor
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In an era when it is becoming increasingly clear
that incarcerating more people for longer
periods of time does not increase public safety
and results in the disproportionate treatment of
African American and Hispanic defendants, the
law should shift toward a system that gives
judges greater discretion to impose appropriate
sentences by focusing on the offender as well as
the offense.

enormous debt that only serves to make
it more difficult for them to turn their
lives around. The author also believes
the widespread use of driver’s license
suspensions is similarly a major issue. In
most parts of New Jersey, it is simply
unrealistic to maintain employment,
attend treatment programs and otherwise take care of personal and family
obligations without a car. For both
financial penalties and driver’s license
suspensions, there is often no obvious
connection between the nature of the
offense and the sanction; they simply
increase rather than decrease the risk of

drug cases are themselves drug depend-

sentences by focusing on the offender as

ent, and treatment, rather than punish-

well as the offense. The author also

re-offense.
In closing, the author believes there

ment, should be the priority. Even in the

believes NERA undermines a defendant’s

is a stark contrast between the success of

drug court programs across the state

constitutional right to a trial jury by

CJR and the failure of the sentencing

there is resistance in many counties to

potentially exposing him or her to such

structure. On the front end, the state has

medically assisted treatment (MAT),

draconian punishment that, when given

a fundamentally fair system that, when

notwithstanding the fact that MAT is

a plea offer of substantially less time, he

applied correctly, properly identifies the

the standard of care in the addiction

or she cannot take the risk of a trial. The

small percentage of defendants who

treatment community.

criminal justice system should not be in

should be locked up before having been

the business of discouraging citizens

adjudicated guilty. County jail popula-

Release Act (NERA), requiring persons

accused of crimes from exercising funda-

tions have been dramatically reduced at

convicted of violent crimes serve a

mental constitutional rights.

the same time crime rates have been

Second, the author feels the No Early

mandatory minimum sentence of 85 per-

Finally, the author feels a compre-

decreasing. On the back end, the state

cent of the term imposed before parole

hensive review of collateral conse-

has a sentencing structure in need of

eligibility, should be reevaluated. In an

quences associated with criminal con-

substantial reform. New Jersey is an

era when it is becoming increasingly

victions is essential to the creation of a

extraordinary place where, time and

clear that incarcerating more people for

fairer system of justice. The imposition

again, stakeholders with seemingly dif-

longer periods of time does not increase

of considerable fines and monetary

ferent interests have come together to

public safety and results in the dispropor-

penalties is discriminatory on its face

accomplish meaningful reforms. The

tionate treatment of African American

against the poor, often people of color

state was able to fundamentally change

and Hispanic defendants, the law should

and the otherwise economically disad-

the system of pretrial release for the bet-

shift toward a system that gives judges

vantaged. It is counterproductive to bur-

ter. Now, the author believes, it is time

greater discretion to impose appropriate

den those convicted of crimes with

to do the same with sentencing laws.
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WORKING WELL

The ABCs of Emotional Health
CHEYNE R. SCOTT
Chasan Lamparello Mallon & Cappuzzo, PC

Stress is caused by exposure to an activating event, the
irrational beliefs about that event and the emotional
consequences of those beliefs, commonly known as the ABC
model, set forth by American psychologist Albert Ellis.1
Understanding the ABC model can help lawyers develop
effective ways of thinking and behaving in order to reduce
negative emotions.

There is little doubt that when faced with stressful activating events, attorneys
may repeatedly practice irrational beliefs that lead to stress and anxiety. For example, a common activating event would be receiving an email from the managing
partner asking to be called immediately. The beliefs an attorney may experience
may include: “I must have done something wrong,” “S/he must be upset with me,”
and “I am getting fired.” The emotional consequences of those beliefs may be worry,
fear and panic.
There is, however, a way out of this stressful cycle: the practice of mindfulness.
Mindfulness is the act of attending to the present moment and cultivating an
attitude of curiosity, openness and acceptance in one’s experience.2 It is an effective
way to identify, dispute and change one’s beliefs in order to experience less negative
emotions.3 Specifically, mindfulness has been found to increase focus, reduce stress
and anxiety and lead to healthier responses to challenging social situations.4
Common ways to practice mindfulness include meditation, yoga and gratitude
journaling. Meditation is correlated with increased memory and executive decision
making.5 Yoga has been linked to lowering stress hormones.6 Gratitude journaling
promotes optimism, productivity and overall happiness.
If you can practice mindfulness on a consistent basis, you will see the positive
effects in your practice and everyday life.
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